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whenever a novel question arises.
(PN: 42101/Member $130/List $160)
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Provides an overview of the complex rules and
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estate planning in New York State. Get practical
advice from experts in the field to be able to better advise your clients, and have access to sample
wills, forms and checklists used by the authors in
their daily practice. Includes 2001 Supplement.
(Book PN: 4095/Member $130/List $160)
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Real Estate Practice Forms
2003 Edition
This loose-leaf and CD-ROM compilation
contains over 175 forms used by experienced
real estate practitioners in their daily practice.
The 2003 edition adds valuable forms to the
collection, including several government
agency forms in .pdf format. An advanced
installation program allows the forms to be
used in Adobe Acrobat® Reader™, Microsoft
Word® or Wordperfect®. In addition, the 2003
edition allows the user to link directly from
the table of contents to the individual forms.
(PN: 61813/Member $150/List $175)

Coming Soon:
Preparing For and Trying
the Civil Lawsuit,
Second Edition
This loose-leaf volume updates and expands
the extremely well-received first edition, by
adding five new chapters. More than 20 of
New York’s leading trial practitioners, judges
and professors reveal the techniques and tactics
they have found most effective when trying a
civil lawsuit. This book’s 25 chapters cover all
aspects of a civil lawsuit, from pretrial preparation to appeals.
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Edited by Joshua Stein and sponsored by the
Real Property Law Section of the NYSBA, this
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This spring marks the 50th anniversary of the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in
Brown v. Board of Education overturning earlier precedent that had found separate
but equal schools were not a source of racial discrimination. In commemoration of
that anniversary, the “Jamaica School War” article featured in this issue describes
how a similar debate had been resolved in New York State many years earlier.
This month’s cover features the focal point of the New York debate, the Brenton Avenue School, located on what is now 170th Street, just south of Fulton Avenue (Jamaica Avenue) in the Jamaica section of Queens.
Included in the cover montage are two of the principal actors in New York’s “separate but equal” debate: Judge Celora Martin of the Court of Appeals, who affirmed
the concept in People ex rel. Cisco v. School Board of Queens, and Judge George Danforth, who in a dissent written some 15 years earlier in People ex rel. King v. Gallagher,
had argued that state law barred the practice.
Picture credits: The cover photograph of the school was taken from a postcard, dated
1915, found in the archives of the Long Island Division of the Queensboro Public Library; the pictures of Judge Martin and Judge Danforth, and the picture of Judge
Ruger on page 11, may be found on the N.Y. State Legal Historical Society Web site,
www.nycourts.gov/history; the picture of George Wallace, on page 12, was published with his obituary in the South Side Observer, May 18, 1918, page 1.
Cover Design by Lori Herzing.

The Journal welcomes articles from members of the legal profession on subjects of interest to New York State lawyers. Views expressed in articles or letters published are
the authors’ only and are not to be attributed to the Journal, its editors or the Association unless expressly so stated. Authors are responsible for the correctness of all citations and quotations. Contact the editor-in-chief or managing editor for submission guidelines. Material accepted by the Association may be published or made available
through print, film, electronically and/or other media. Copyright © 2004 by the New York State Bar Association. The Journal (ISSN 1529-3769), official publication of the
New York State Bar Association, One Elk Street, Albany, NY 12207, is issued nine times each year, as follows: January, February, March/April, May, June, July/August, September, October, November/December. Single copies $18. Periodical postage paid at Albany, NY and additional mailing offices. POSTMASTER: Send address changes per
USPS edict to: One Elk Street, Albany, NY 12207.
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Goodbye, Farewell and Amen –
M*A*S*H (1983)
Someone always leaves and then we
have to say goodbye. I hate goodbyes. I
know what I need. I need more hellos. –
Snoopy

PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

Pity the nation that welcomes its new
ruler with trumpeting, and farewells him
with hootings, only to welcome another
with trumpeting again. – Khalil Gibran
Farewell, So Long – Bill Haley and
the Comets

As my term comes to an end, I
look back on it with satisfaction. I
may not have accomplished all of my
goals, but we have made significant
progress as an Association. We have
elevated our presence with the public, have increased services to our
members, presented our positions
with dignity, forcefulness and logic,
and have taken every opportunity to
stand up for the profession.

As I have traveled throughout the
state, and to other regions, I have
I want to thank you for making this
been most impressed with the enorday necessary. – Yogi Berra
mous numbers of attorneys who are
willing and ready to devote themhe bell is tolling for my term as
selves to the assistance of others.
NYSBA President, which, like
There is one area in particular in
all good things, must come to
which lawyers stand apart from
an end. My good thing ends June 1.
every trade and every other profesThis year has been one of great ansion: doing pro bono work. There is
ticipation, hard work, insufficient
hardly a lawyer I know who does not
sleep, some disappointments, (hopewillingly provide at least some free
fully) more successes, significant fulA. THOMAS LEVIN
legal services for the benefit of others
fillment, and it gives me boundless
1
less fortunate, or for civic, charitable,
optimism about the legal profession.
educational or community organizaI have tried to bring out significant
tions. And yet, even with these dediissues, and present new ideas, and I
cated efforts and generous donation
hope that they have provoked
of services, we are criticized for not doing enough.
thought and action. The many issues discussed in my
A recent survey by the Office of Court Administrapast messages are but a sampling of what the State Bar
tion purports to show that 46% of New York lawyers did
deals with every day, no matter who is president at any
pro bono services in the past year for the benefit of poor
particular time.
people or charitable organizations that serve the legal
Lawyers have the privilege of practicing a profession
needs of poor people. We should be proud of this result,
which is highly visible to the public, and which is at the
because this level of participation is better than that of
center of every issue of our time. Our greatest challenge
lawyers in any other place. The scope and extent of seris to rise above the cheap humor of lawyer jokes, and to
vices voluntarily donated by New York lawyers is reeducate the public about the importance of the rule of
markable, particularly if one considers that the 46% relaw, and the role of lawyers. With or without the jokes,
ported by OCA does not include free services rendered
lawyers and the legal profession are at the heart of every
for those who are not indigent, but who cannot pay the
aspect of American life, and American history.
customary costs of those services. Neither does it inThat theme has been at the heart of every presentaclude services provided to organizations which serve
tion I have made during the past two years, in which I
the non-legal needs of the poor.
have served as president-elect and president. It is a
Consider the praise showered upon the Bar for sertheme that I believe in strongly, and one that serves the
vices provided to victims of the September 11 attacks.
interests of our Association and every member. Because,
when all is said and done, the rule of law is the heart of
our democratic society, and it is what makes America
A. THOMAS LEVIN can be reached at Meyer Suozzi English
great. It is what makes us different from the other na& Klein, PC, 1505 Kellum Place, P.O. Box 803, Mineola,
N.Y. 11501, or by e-mail at atlevin@nysbar.com.
tions on this planet.

T

For Whom The
Bell Tolls
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Clearly, this was one of our finest hours, with literally
hundreds of our members coming forth to help the victims and their families. Most of those who received
those services were not indigent, so those thousands of
hours of service do not register in the OCA survey. Similarly, the millions of dollars in services provided free by
attorneys who volunteered to assist the City of New
York during its financial crisis do not register in the
OCA survey. The time we spend when we volunteer for
mock trial programs, when we lecture in the schools,
when we speak to our community organizations, does
not register in these surveys.
Our House of Delegates recently endorsed the view
that the definition of pro bono services should be expanded, so that all free legal services for the benefit of
the public are recognized. The Association is working to
draft a definition of pro bono for this purpose, which
goes beyond only services for the benefit of the poor.
We have much to be proud of when it comes to pro
bono publico services. No other profession comes close
to doing what we do. But, we must also recognize that
there is a great need for these services, and particularly
for free legal services to those who are unable otherwise
to afford them. So, even while we recognize the extensive free services provided by lawyers in the public interest, we need to keep our focus on increasing the extent of services made available to the poor.
There are many ways for us to do this. Volunteer for
your local pro bono project; contact your local legal services office to find out what they need to be done; contribute to those organizations, to assist them in providing qualified staff who can provide services to the needy
every day. I promise you that you will find great fulfillment in doing so.
I would like to end this message with some personal
commentary, and particularly recognition of some of the
many people without whom I could not have undertaken or completed my service these past two years.
John Donne accurately observed that no man is an island. And no person could think of serving as president
of NYSBA as a single individual. This task is truly one
which requires a team effort. And the NYSBA team is
the greatest.

three years, and we are the better for it. Our associate executive director, John Williamson, is the greatest, and
even after all the years we have worked together continues to impress me with the quality and quantity of
his efforts and abilities. And I have always been able to
count upon the contributions and wisdom of L. Beth
Krueger, a longtime stalwart on our staff and the newest
addition to our upper management.
While I know that beginning to single out individuals for particular mention is a slippery slope, sure to
lead to errors of omission, I would be remiss if I did not
acknowledge the constant and reliable assistance provided by Kathy Heider, Terry Scheid, Linda Castilla,
and Betty Brewer. And Brad Carr and Frank Ciervo, Ron
Kennedy and Dan McMahon. And everyone else at the
Bar Center, from whom I can only ask forgiveness for
not mentioning every one of them individually (now
there would have been a way to generate this last message without any work on my part).
Thanks also go to my partners and associates, and the
entire staff, at Meyer, Suozzi, English & Klein PC, without whose support I could not possibly have undertaken this task. Probably none of us envisioned the true
scope of what was involved, but we have gone through
it together and it has made us the better for having
done so.
Last on the list, but first in priority and importance, is
the love and support of my family and friends, who
have been there with frequent cheerful words and encouragement when I was at the low points, and who
have been steadfast in support throughout.
I truly cannot express my gratitude for this opportunity to serve our Association. It has been the opportunity and experience of a lifetime. I will never forget it,
nor will I ever forget the boundless generosity and support which I have received from every member with
whom I have come in contact during my journeys. I
know that we will have many more opportunities to
work together, for this is only a farewell, certainly not a
goodbye.
1.

With appreciation to those members who wrote to point
out to me that the title of last month’s message should
have been “Whom Do You Trust?”

Our Association is fortunate indeed to have the services of an outstanding executive director, Patricia
Bucklin. Pat has been with the Association now for some

6
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
The puzzles are prepared by J. David Eldridge, a partner at Pachman, Pachman & Eldridge, P.C., in Commack, NY. A
graduate of Hofstra University, he received his J.D. from Touro Law School. (The answers to this puzzle are on page 61.)
Across
1 An informal order often
drafted by the clerk
5 A motion to correct or
_________ an order to
make it accurately reflect the court’s decision
8 The complaint’s demand
for relief required by
CPLR 3017(a)
11 CPLR 3211
14 Summary judgment
________ complaint
(CPLR 3213)
15 A motion culminates in
an _______
16 An application granted
at the instance and benefit of one party without
notice to another
17 Failure to ______ a cause
of action (CPLR
3211(a)(7))
18 An interim order or decision rendered before
final judgment
20 An order denying a motion to reargue is not
___________




























































22 Where both parties are required to work
out the details of a proposed order so
they are mutually confident it complies
with the court’s decision before it is submitted
24 The only three papers in a lawsuit required to specifically name each party
(i.e., not “et al.”) are the summons,
_________, and judgment
25 The plaintiff’s response to a defendant’s
counterclaims is a _______ (CPLR 3011)
26 A sworn statement that the pleadings are
true (CPLR 3020) is a ___________
27 An arbitrary (and generally meager) sum
provided to a winner (by the loser) for
the trouble and expense of having to litigate (CPLR Articles 81 and 82)
28 An interlocutory “injunction” suspending or freezing the entire case or some
portion of the proceedings
29 CPLR 3212
33 Pursuant to CPLR 2214(b), answering affidavits must be served at least ______
days before the return date (presuming
motion was served at least 12 days prior)
34 A defendant’s failure to answer or appear results in a _______ judgment
(CPLR 3215)
35 Supersedes and replaces a prior pleading
with an entirely new complaint (CPLR
3025)
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Pleadings, Motions and Judgments, by J. David Eldridge
36 A motion for a more definite statement
(CPLR 3014), or to strike prejudicial or
scandalous matters in a complaint (CPLR
3024) are _________ motions
37 Generally, the final resolution of a dispute and the note terminating the action
(CPLR 5011)
Down
2 The rule that a judgment on the merits is
conclusive and bars bringing the same
claim(s) in a subsequent action
3 A sum fixed by statute for the taking of
various steps in litigation (CPLR Article
80)
4 Pursuant to Uniform Rule 202.48, a
party’s failure to settle or submit an
order for signature within ________ after
filing of the decision (or judgment) constitutes an abandonment of the motion or
action
6 A paper or document submitted in support of a motion
7 A revised pleading that adds something
new that came into existence since the
original complaint (CPLR 3025)
9 CPLR 3018(a) requires an answering defendant to respond to the complaint with
either _________ or denials
10 A claim the defendant interposes against
the plaintiff (CPLR 3019)
12 All pleadings must be ________ construed

13 Pursuant to CPLR 3016, claims alleging,
inter alia, fraud, misrepresentation, or
mistake, must be “stated in detail,”
meaning they be pled with __________
15 When this ex parte substitute for a motion
on notice is used, a hearing can be had
on the same day it is served
19 When the party opposing a motion also
seeks relief
21 CPLR 3017 specifically allows apparently
conflicting claims, or _______ pleadings
23 The cost of the use or loss of money from
a claim’s accrual to verdict (CPLR 5001)
24 A claim by one defendant against another (CPLR 3019)
25 A motion made to convince the court it
was wrong and overlooked or misapprehended law or fact in deciding a prior
motion (CPLR 2221)
30 A motion made to the court seeking reconsideration of a previously decided
motion based upon new or additional
proof unavailable when the prior motion
was decided (CPLR 2221)
31 CPLR 2214(b) requires at least eight
days’ _________ of a motion (or 13 if delivered by mail)
32 Where the winning party is required to
draft a proposed order and submit it to
the court/clerk for entry, without input
from the adverse party
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Now you can take your
e-mail address with you.
Graduation, new job, new ISP: some changes require a
change in your e-mail address. That can mean lost messages,
lost contacts, boxes of obsolete business cards.
Wouldn’t you rather have an address you can take with you?
Now there is one—and it’s free for NYSBA members.
NYSBAR.com is a “pass-through” address that routes e-mail
automatically to your current address. Your e-mail address
displays the NYSBAR.com name, associating you with
the stature of NYSBA membership. And
even when your “real” address
changes, your NYSBAR.com address
never does.
The result: you keep your
contacts, your messages and
your business cards.

Sign up for the
e-mail address you
can take with you.
Visit www.nysba.org/NYSBAR.

Historical Perspective

Desegregation in New York:
The Jamaica School War, 1895–1900
It has been 50 years since the Supreme Court struck down the doctrine of “separate but equal” in Brown v.
Board of Education of Topeka.1 In retrospect, a sense of historical inevitability often attaches to such events, but
for actual participants this is usually not the case. John W. Davis, the 1924 Democratic presidential candidate who
had argued 129 cases before the High Court, was so convinced of the constitutionality of segregated schools and so
certain that he would win that, against the advice of friends, he agreed to argue for South Carolina in Brown.
A similar confidence in “separate but equal” once existed among many members of the New York bench. Of the
19 appellate judges who considered the issue between 1884 and 1900, 17 voted to uphold the doctrine.2 This article
chronicles the complicated and protracted legal battle against publicly supported segregated schools in New York
that ultimately resulted in a legislative, not a judicial, resolution of the issue.
BY WILLIAM H. MANZ

S

eparate public schools for African-American children were first authorized in New York by a law
enacted in 1847.3 Such authority was again included in both a revised school law enacted in 1864,4
and the common school act of 1894.5 Section 28 of the
1894 act, which was taken verbatim from the 1864 act,
provided that school boards in cities and incorporated
villages could “when they shall deem it expedient, establish a separate school or separate schools for the instruction of children of African descent.” Few localities
appear to have availed themselves of this option, and
several that did – Albany, Poughkeepsie, New York City
and Brooklyn – had voluntarily eliminated compulsory
black schools by the 1890s.6
One municipality that continued to maintain segregated schools was Jamaica in Queens County, which
had a well-established African-American community
whose presence in the area dated from colonial times.7
Jamaica first established an all-black primary school in
1854, housed in the local African Methodist Episcopal
Church. In the 1880s, an actual school building was finally constructed, located at the edge of the village. This
school was legally required to be equal in quality to the
white schools, but members of the African-American
community did not believe this to be the case. In 1892,
Rev. Langford of the Jamaica A.M.E. church, whose children had been refused admission to the white school,
filed charges with the school commissioner that the
black school had inferior educational facilities.8 Subsequent complaints about the school included allegations
that not one pupil had graduated since it was founded,
that it was not graded in the same manner as the white
school, that in 1892 and 1894 the teacher had to teach 90

10

pupils in seven grades all at the same time, and that it
was located in a part of town where very few black residents lived.9
Responding to a rapid growth in its school-age population, Jamaica opened two brand-new public primary
schools on September 3, 1895. One was located on Brenton Avenue, only a few blocks north of the black section
of the village, but when African-American parents attempted to register their children at the new school, they
were turned away. The following week, a letter signed
by “Afro American Citizens” appeared in a local paper,
the Long Island Democrat. Describing themselves as “law
abiding citizens and tax-payers,” they related how Superintendent of Schools William J. Ballard, who claimed
to be acting under instructions from the school board,
had refused to admit their children to the Brenton Avenue School. The letter added that they had been informed that the children were being excluded on “account of color,”10 and if they wished to challenge the
board’s policy they would have to resort to the courts.

WILLIAM H. MANZ is senior research librarian at St. John’s University School
of Law. A graduate of Holy Cross College, he received a master’s degree in
history from Northwestern University
and a J.D. degree from St. John’s University School of Law.
He thanks Richard Tuske of the Association of the Bar of the City of New
York for making available the record and briefs for the
Cisco case.
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whose uncle, Judge Alexander McCue, had written the
Shortly thereafter, eight parents did file suit against
Brooklyn City Court opinion upholding separate
the school board. Their attorney was Alfred C. Cowan, a
schools in Gallagher. Not surprisingly, Cullen denied
prominent black lawyer from Manhattan. Cowan, the
Cowan’s request for a peremptory writ, ruling that the
founder and president of the Colored Republican AssoMalby Law did not apply to schools. He held that the
ciation, had previously been involved in several antilaw must be construed to apply only to those places it
discrimination efforts, including a protest against a New
specified (inns, theatres, music halls, restaurants, public
Jersey amusement park owner who excluded blacks,11 a
conveyances, etc.) and concluded, “It is, therefore, not
suit against a Brooklyn saloon keeper for refusing to
unlawful to provide separate schools for
serve two black men,12 and the defense
colored and white children, the former
of two African-American men charged
statutes not having been abrogated by
with “lounging” in lower Manhattan.13
the law of 1895.”23
Cowan applied to the state Supreme
Court for a peremptory writ of manCullen, however, did grant an alternadamus to compel the Jamaica Board of
tive writ of mandamus, noting that the
Education to admit black children to the
conflicting claims in the affidavits of the
public school in the district where they
parents and school board regarding the
lived.
quality of the black school could only be
tried on the return of an alternative
Cowan and his clients were challengwrit.24 The writ was later set aside on the
ing a system that had already survived
grounds that the plaintiffs did not state
several court tests. Suits directed against
George Wallace
any acts justifying the relief asked. A secsegregated schools in Troy (1863) and Al14
ond writ, however, was then granted to
bany (1872) had both failed. These were
which the school board demurred. In March 1896, Jusfollowed by two unsuccessful actions that relied on
tice Joseph F. Barnard overruled the demurrer, with
Penal Code § 383,15 an 1873 statute barring discriminaleave to answer within 20 days. Barnard, a veteran jurist
tion on the basis of color by officers of common schools
from Poughkeepsie, which had integrated schools,
and public institutions of learning. In 1875, in People ex
showed little sympathy for the Jamaica school board,
rel. Johnson v. Welch, a Kings County Supreme Court destating, “It is merely a prejudice which keeps a colored
cision, Justice Jasper W. Gilbert, characterizing public
16
child from the school founded for his white associates. It
education as a “free gift from the state,” refused to
is a foolish remembrance of the condition of slavery by
order the Brooklyn Board of Education to admit a black
which the colored race were held to be inferior to the
child to a white school. He held that racially segregated
white race.”25
schools were “not a violation of the [1873 Act], unless
such schools are inferior or at an inconvenient distance,
Barnard’s ruling was an encouraging development
or are obnoxious . . . [and] are not equal to those furfor the parents, but they now became the target of
nished the other class.”17
school board efforts to enforce the recently enacted compulsory education law.26 After the board refused to
More important, in People ex rel. King v. Gallagher,18
admit African-American children to the Brenton Avenue
decided in 1884, the Court of Appeals ruled against anSchool, Jamaica Truant Officer William H. Wright reother challenge to Brooklyn’s segregated schools. Afported that 70 black students were not attending school.
firming the decision of the Brooklyn City Court, General
Their parents were warned that they faced arrest on
Term, Chief Judge William C. Ruger strongly endorsed
misdemeanor charges if they continued to refuse to
the concept of “separate but equal.” In a 17-page opincomply with the compulsory education law.27 In late
ion, he ruled that § 383 provided “only for equal faciliMarch 1896, three of the plaintiffs in the mandamus acties and advantages for the colored race, and these, as
tion, Ezra J. Hunter, Samuel B. Cisco and Samuel B.
we have seen, the relator under the general school laws
White actually were arrested. In rapid succession, all
of the State enjoys.”19 Relying on the Slaughter-House
three were brought to trial before the village justice, B.
Cases,20 he also found no violation of the Fourteenth
Frank Wood.
Amendment, holding that public education was a privilege solely conferred by New York State.21
The defendants were quickly convicted and fined $5.
Cisco, who had acted as his own lawyer, reacted with
Instead of § 383, Cowan’s action was based on the
defiance, stating, “I will never pay the fine and will go
newly enacted “Malby Law” which provided that all
to jail first. Like the Apostle Paul, I am ready to be
persons were entitled to equal accommodations at
22
bound and go to Rome if I can help the cause of God.”28
places of “public accommodation and amusement.” In
He also protested the injustice of the board’s policy, statOctober, the case was heard by Justice Edgar M. Cullen,
ing, “I and my father and mother have paid taxes in Jawho had represented the Brooklyn schools in Welch, and
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Judge William C. Ruger

maica for eighty years, yet I am denied a place in the
school near my house, while Irishmen, Italians and
Dutchmen who have been here only three months can
go in these, although covered with dirt. I am a man of
means in business here and yet on September 3, when
my three children were sent to school where my neighbors’ children attend, they were put out and sent home
crying.”29
The next development in what the press described as
a “school war,”30 was a mass meeting at Jamaica’s
Shiloh Baptist Church. Ignoring a school board circular
that called on the African-American community to be
“good citizens” and to continue to send their children to
school while the case was in the courts,31 those present
resolved to refuse to send their children to the black
school. A week later, another meeting was held and a series of resolutions were passed, asserting that under the
U.S. Constitution no distinctions could be made on the
basis of race or color in the common schools, and repeating complaints about the inferiority of the Jamaica
“colored school” and its distance from the homes of
many black families.
The continuing school boycott led to the second arrests of both Cisco and White. On April 30, after a trial
before Justice Wood and a jury, White was again convicted and fined $10. When Cisco appeared in court the
12

next day, he now had an attorney, George Wallace, the
senior partner in the Jamaica firm of Wallace & Smith.32
The attorney was clearly committed to the black parents’ cause. In a letter to the editor of the Long Island
Farmer, he stated, “I am personally in sympathy with
them in their struggle for their rights. I do not believe in
any discrimination whatever on the grounds of color in
public institutions.”33
Wallace convinced the all-white jury to acquit his
client, but a few days later the school board obtained
warrants for the third arrest of both White and Cisco.
The board denied that it sought to persecute the two
men, and claimed that it was obligated to enforce the
compulsory education law or they were “liable to lose
all the public money to which the village is entitled.”34
When Cisco was arraigned, Wallace moved to dismiss
the case on the grounds that his client had been just acquitted of the same offense. Justice Wood denied the
motion and held Cisco for trial the following Thursday.
The case now took on yet another dimension when,
on the same day as her husband’s arraignment, Elizabeth Cisco, in an action which the Long Island Farmer
termed an “outrage,”35 filed charges against Superintendent of Schools William J. Ballard, claiming that his refusal to admit black children to the common schools
was a violation of § 383 of the Penal Law.36 Ballard was
arrested, released on his own recognizance, and the
charges were later dismissed. Commenting on the arrest, Samuel B. Cisco stated, “The war has been carried
into Africa and we now propose to carry it into Caucasia.”37 In a letter to Ballard he wrote, “I will endeavor to
protect my children by all means known to the law
against any discrimination on account of color.”38
While the case against Ballard was still pending,
Cisco appeared for a third trial before B. Frank Wood. In
a surprise move, George Wallace deprived the village
justice of jurisdiction by presenting an order from
Supreme Court Justice Nathaniel H. Clement removing
the case to county court.39 When Cisco was tried on June
30, County Judge Garret J. Garretson dismissed the indictment, holding that the consolidated school act gave
black children equal rights with whites in attending the
public schools.40
In what appeared to be a victory for the black parents, the school board announced that because of Judge
Garretson’s ruling they would make no more arrests.
However, since Justice Barnard’s grant of a writ of alternate mandamus had been appealed, African-American
children were still refused admission to the white
schools. In the words of the board, they would now
“roam the streets without any education.”41 In September, Attorney Cowan responded by filing 11 new lawsuits against the board on behalf of the parents as
CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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guardians ad litem for the excluded students, each demanding damages of $500 for alleged violations of the
equal rights act. Cowan also unsuccessfully petitioned
for a writ of mandamus to force Justice Wood to issue a
warrant for the arrest of Superintendent Ballard and the
entire school board.
Ultimately, despite all his efforts, Cowan was never
able to obtain a court ruling that would force the Jamaica school board to admit black students to the white
schools. In addition to the school board’s legal defenses,
he had to contend with the limited means of his clients;
the 11 damages suits and two mandamus actions were
all dismissed because of his clients’ inability to provide
security for costs.42
Cowan’s last suit against the board to be noted in the
press was filed in January 1897.43 The next reported
legal activity in the Jamaica school war did not occur
until February 1899, when Mrs. Annie Robinson, who
had been arrested for violating the compulsory education law, sought a writ of mandamus to compel the enrollment of her granddaughter, 12-year-old Mary
Frances Van Dorn, in an all-white primary school. Her
attorney was Burt Jay Humphrey, who, 28 years later,
would preside at the trial of Palsgraf v. Long Island Railroad Co.44
Since Jamaica was now part of Greater New York, the
mandamus action was directed against the new Board
of Education of the Borough of Queens. Justice Garretson, who, as a County Court judge, had dismissed the
case against Samuel B. Cisco, heard it in Supreme Court
at Long Island City. Attorney Humphrey argued that
the all-black school was not a public school within the
meaning of state law, and that attendance there could
not be compulsory because it was merely a “special”
school, like a night school. He also maintained that the
arrest of Mrs. Robinson was illegal because she had
sought to have her granddaughter admitted to the allwhite primary school in the district where she resided.
Arguing for the school board, Assistant Corporation
Counsel W.V. Mayo cited Gallagher and the recently decided Plessy v. Ferguson,45 described in the press as the
“New Orleans horse car case.”46
In March, Garretson ruled against Mrs. Robinson; but
in July, yet another effort was made to break the Jamaica
color line. The plaintiff was now Mrs. Elizabeth Cisco,
the widow of Samuel B. Cisco. Although her husband
had died in April 1897, Mrs. Cisco had continued the effort to enroll the family’s children in the all-white Brenton Avenue School. Because she refused to send them to
the black school, she received repeated visits from Truant Officer Wright. After each visit, she would take her
children to the white school, where they were always refused admission. Eventually, she placed her oldest son,
14

Jacob, in an integrated school in New Brunswick, N.J.,
but continued to refuse to send her younger children to
the black school. She was finally arrested for violating
the compulsory education law, but the case was adjourned several times and then discontinued.
Represented by George Wallace, Mrs. Cisco sought a
writ of peremptory mandamus compelling the Queens
County school board to admit her children to the white
school. In her affidavit, Mrs. Cisco maintained that Jamaica’s segregated schools violated the New York City
Charter and the General School Law, which both provided that the schools were to be open to all persons
“over five and under twenty-one years of age.”47 Although it was stipulated that the sole issue in the case
was her children’s exclusion from the white schools on
the basis of color, the affidavit also complained of the inferior quality of the black school. In his reply, Borough
Superintendent Edward L. Stevens claimed that § 1094
of the Greater New York Charter authorized “schools
for colored pupils,” and claimed that since becoming
part of the reorganized New York City school system,
the Jamaica black school had been made equal in every
respect to the white schools.48
The case was argued before Justice Wilmot M. Smith
in the Supreme Court, Special Term, at Patchogue. On
August 22, he issued an opinion denying the application
for the writ. Citing Gallagher, Smith rejected Wallace’s
argument that the 1864 law had been repealed by implication, stating, “If the Legislature had intended to
change the law it would have done so directly and
specifically, as it did by the act in regard to the colored
schools in New York City, passed the next year after the
decision in the King case.”49 He concluded that “the relief demanded by the relator be denied until it is granted
by the Legislature, or until the Court of Appeals revises
or reverses the former adjudication.”50
Wallace promptly appealed to the Appellate Division, Second Department. In his brief, he asserted that
by definition a “separate” school could not be a “common” school, and that the 1884 law barring racial discrimination in New York City schools51 now applied to
schools in Queens County because it was now part of
Greater New York.52 A key point in his argument was
that a common school education as a statutory right
“became fixed . . . when the state adopted the principle
of compulsory education. . . . This statutory right became an absolute right in 1894 when the people put it in
the constitution.”53 Wallace also presented multiple reasons why the 1884 Gallagher decision was no longer
good law. These included: People v. King,54 an 1888 Court
of Appeals decision holding that the racially based exclusion of African-Americans from a skating rink was a
violation of § 383 of the Penal Code; the provision in the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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served a term as an assemblyman, from 1897–1898, Wallace was able to capitalize on his legislative connections.
consolidated school act of 1894 that made common
He was also able to use ties to Governor Theodore Rooschools free to all except Indian children; and the recent
sevelt, a fellow resident of the new Nassau County and
55
re-enactment of Penal Code § 383. Wallace also ada believer in equality for African-Americans.65 In fact,
dressed social and public policy issues. He maintained
when Wallace showed Roosevelt a copy of the bill, the
that “the same instruction, accompanied by the same
governor amended it to make its effects even more
competition . . . is impossible in a separate colored
sweeping.
school,”56 that “separate schools are hurtful”57 and that
In commenting on his bill, Wallace stated, “When I
“such a school is a failure educationally for reasons infirst learned . . . that Cisco was arrested three years ago
58
herent in human nature.”
I took up his case and told him that I would fight it out
The Second Department
to the finish and see that jusrejected all of Wallace’s argutice was done him and his
ments. In a unanimous opinWallace
was
able
to
use
ties
to
people. I have fought the afion by Presiding Justice
fair in every court – justices’
William W. Goodrich, which
Governor Theodore Roosevelt,
County, Supreme, Appellate
relied on Gallagher, the court
and Court of Appeals – and I
a
fellow
resident
of
the
new
affirmed the special term.
now appeal to the represenGoodrich distinguished King
Nassau County and a believer
tatives of the people for jusfrom Gallagher by noting that
66
in equality for African-Americans. tice.” He was not disapKing dealt with a place of
pointed. The bill was
public amusement, which are
introduced in the senate by
each different from one anManhattan Republican Nathaniel Elsberg, and unlike an
other. This, he stated, differed from separate schools that
attempt to pass a limited integration measure in 1864, it
provided equal facilities. As for the state constitution,
passed.67 Although there had been some grumbling
Goodrich held that it required “no more than that equal
from senate Democrats who charged that the measure
facilities be furnished to all children, white or black.”59
was merely an attempt to get black votes, the bill easily
Finally, he rejected any argument based on the Fourpassed in both houses, with only five Democrats opteenth Amendment, stating, “It is easy to see that the edposed.68 Backed by an emergency message from the
ucation of children was not devolved by the constitution
governor, it was approved by the senate on March 30, by
of the United States upon the federal government, and
the assembly on April 3 and was signed by Roosevelt on
consequently is reserved to the several states.”60
April 20, 1900.69
The Cisco case next went to the Court of Appeals,
Conclusion
where the Second Department was unanimously afIn conclusion, the question remains, why did New
firmed. Writing for the court, Judge Celora E. Martin
York courts persist in approving segregated schools?
quickly disposed of the case in a two-page opinion. Like
New York was hardly unique in this regard. Court chalJustice Goodrich, he denied that King modified or overlenges to state-supported segregated schools had previruled Gallagher. Martin distinguished the cases by notously failed in Massachusetts,70 Ohio,71 California72 and
ing that in King “no other accommodation or facility
Indiana.73 One commentator has suggested that the outwas furnished by the defendant . . . [but] [i]n this case
come of such cases was influenced by party affiliation,
the colored children were given the same facilities and
with Democratic judges being more likely to uphold
accommodations as the others.”61 He also found nothseparate schools.74 It is true that Judge Ruger, who wrote
ing in the state constitution that would oblige a school
the Gallagher opinion, was a Democrat, and that the
board to admit children to a “particular school,”62 that
judges deciding the case split along party lines.75 In
would deprive the legislature of the ability to determine
Cisco, however, the six judges who participated inthat “one class of pupils should be educated by themcluded equal numbers of Democrats and Republicans,
selves,”63 or that would not allow a school board to “deand the author of the opinion, Judge Martin, was a Retermin[e] where different classes of pupils should be edpublican from Binghamton.76
ucated, always providing that the accommodations and
facilities were equal for all.”64
More than party affiliation, it was prevailing social
attitudes that influenced the courts. Most of the New
Realizing that he might lose in the Court of Appeals,
York decisions on separate schools confined themselves
Wallace had attempted to expedite a decision in order to
to legal arguments, but Chief Judge Ruger’s Gallagher
have time to pursue a legislative solution. He presented
opinion candidly expressed the then-commonly held
to the legislature a bill repealing § 28 of the consolidated
views on race relations. He stated, “A natural distinction
school law permitting separate schools. Since he had
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14
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exists between these races which was not created neither can it be abrogated by law, and legislation which
recognizes this distinction . . . can in no just sense be
called a discrimination against such race.”77 Citing Chief
Justice Shaw in Roberts v. City of Boston, he added, “The
attempt to enforce social intimacy and intercourse between the races, by legal enactments, would probably
tend only to embitter the prejudices, if any such there
are, which exist between them, and produce an evil instead of a good result.”78 Finally, he cautioned against
laws relating to social interaction that “conflict[ed] with
the general sentiment of the community upon whom
they are designed to operate.”79
Such thinking was hardly exclusive to the Chief
Judge. For example, in 1895, the New York Times published a lengthy article on the efforts of African-Americans to gain equality that was highly critical of both
their methods and the effects of the Malby Law.80 Similar sentiments appeared later that year in a Brooklyn
Daily Eagle editorial. It lauded Justice Cullen’s refusal to
grant a writ of peremptory mandamus in the Jamaica
school case, noting the aversion of many white parents
to the presence of black children in the classroom, and
stating flatly, “It is good that the Malby law does not
apply to the schools.”81 Given such attitudes, and the
fact that the legislature had never explicitly repealed the
law authorizing separate schools, the New York courts
of the day were unlikely ever to rule against “separate
but equal.”
Of course, the repeal of the New York law authorizing school segregation, like the Brown decision, did not
end de facto school segregation or assure equality in education. This national problem is reflected by the current statistical profile of Jamaica High School, which
now serves a densely populated multi-ethnic urban
area, not the small semi-rural village of a century ago. In
2003, the school was 61.7% black and 3.7% white;82 it
sent 9.1% of its graduates to a four-year college in
2002.83 The Cisco case, however, like Brown, does
demonstrate how persistence and dedication can eventually overturn the legal basis for state-supported racial
discrimination.
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Other locations with compulsory school segregation in
1895 included Flushing, Hempstead and Roslyn in
Queens County and Amityville in Suffolk County.
Jamaica Colored Pupils, Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Dec. 8, 1892,
at 10.
Id.
Letter from Afro American Citizens to the editor, L.I. Democrat (Jamaica, N.Y.), Sept. 10, 1895, at 3.
See Colored People Indignant, N.Y. Times, July 20, 1893, at 1.
Equal Rights Law Tested; Two Actions for Damages Against
Saloon Keeper Mohrmann, Brooklyn Daily Eagle, July 2,
1895, at 4.
See They Are Charged With Lounging, Brooklyn Daily
Eagle, Nov. 7, 1892, at 1. Cowan and the United States
District Attorney asserted that the men were respectable
Republicans being intimidated by Democrats.
Williams v. City of Troy is an unreported local court case.
For the Albany decision, see People ex rel. Dietz v. Easton,
13 Abb. Pr. (n.s.) 159 (Sup. Ct., 3d Dist. 1872).
1873 N.Y. Laws ch. 186, § 1.
(Sup. Ct., Kings Co. 1875), reprinted in N.Y. Times, Sept.
14, 1875, at 2.
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93 N.Y. 438 (1883), aff’g 11 Abb. N. Cas. 187 (Brooklyn
City Ct., Gen. T. 1882).
Id. at 455. Judge George R. Danforth, joined by Judge
Francis M. Finch, dissented, arguing that the 1873 Act
barred segregated schools.
83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36 (1873).
Gallagher, 93 N.Y. at 447.
1895 N.Y. Laws ch. 1042, § 1. The law was named for its
sponsor, George R. Malby, a Republican state assemblyman from Ogdensburg. It formal title was “An Act to
Protect All Citizens in Their Civil and Legal Rights.”
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Race Question in Jamaica, Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Oct. 14,
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Id.
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United States at about age 18. After teaching school in
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honors from N.Y.U. Law School and was admitted to the
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Republican Party, had also been the publisher of a weekly
newspaper, the South Side Observer, and was involved in
the real estate business in Freeport and Rockville Centre.
While in the New York State Assembly, he was a major
participant in the effort to establish a separate Nassau
County. For a description of Wallace’s career, see George
Wallace, Former Observer Owner, Succumbs After Brilliant
Career, South Side Observer, May 18, 1918, at 1.
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Law, tit. 7, art. 5, § 26.
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(Sup. Ct., Suffolk Co. Aug. 22, 1899).
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Dep’t 1899).
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Points for Appellant at 24, People ex rel. Cisco v. Sch. Bd. of
Queens, 44 A.D. 469, 61 N.Y.S. 330 (2d Dep’t 1899).
Id. at 23. The constitutional argument rested on article 9,
section 1, of the Constitution of 1894 which provided:
“The Legislature shall provide for the maintenance and
support of a system of free common schools, wherein all
the children of this state may be educated” (emphasis
added).
110 N.Y. 418, 18 N.E. 245 (1888).
1893 N.Y. Laws ch. 692.
Points for Appellant supra note 52, at 20.
Id.
Id.
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64. Id.
65. A few years later, as president, Roosevelt would cause
controversy by appointing blacks to federal positions in
southern states, and by inviting Booker T. Washington to
dine at the White House.
66. Wallace Will Win His Case, Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Apr. 2,
1900, at 13.
67. The bill, aimed at integrating the high school in Troy, appears to have died in committee. J. Morgan Kousser,
Dead End: The Development of Nineteenth-Century Litigation on Racial Discrimination in Schools 13 (1986). For
the text of the bill, see Albany Correspondence, Brooklyn
Daily Eagle, Apr. 1, 1864, at 2.
68. Kousser, supra note 67, at 42 n.41 (citing Senate Journal
1464-5 (1900); Assembly Journal 3023-4, 3195-6 (1900)).
69. 1900 N.Y. Laws ch. 492. The new law did not repeal § 29
of the consolidated school law permitting union free
school districts in unincorporated areas to establish separate black schools by a vote of the citizenry. It is uncertain
why this section was not repealed in 1900, but it probably
relates to the facts that the Cisco decision concerned § 28
and that segregated schools outside cities and incorporated villages were only a minor problem. (When § 29
was finally repealed, it was described as archaic and unused anywhere. See Memorandum of the Joint Committee
of Teachers Organizations, Bill Jacket, 1938 N.Y. Laws ch.
14.)
70. Roberts v. City of Boston, 59 Mass (5 Cush.) 198 (Mass.
1849)
71. See State ex rel. Garnes v. McCann, 21 Ohio St. 198 (Ohio
1871).
72. See Ward v. Flood, 48 Cal. 36 (Cal. 1874).
73. See Cory v. Carter, 48 Ind. 327 (Ind. 1874).
74. See Kousser, supra note 67, at 12–15.
75. Voting with Ruger were Charles A. Rapallo, Theodore
Miller and Robert Earl, all Democrats. The two dissenters, Francis M. Finch and George R. Danforth, were
both Republicans.
76. Irving G. Vann, a Republican, did not vote. Overall, of
the 17 New York appellate judges who approved “separate but equal,” 10 were Democrats and seven were Republicans.
77. People ex rel. King v. Gallagher, 93 N.Y. 438, 450 (1883), aff’g
11 Abb. N. Cas. 187 (Brooklyn City Ct., Gen. T. 1882).
78. Id. at 448.
79. Id.
80. See Equality by Legislation, N.Y. Times, June 30, 1895, at 20.
81. In the Matter of Rights, Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Oct. 24,
1895, at 6.
82. New York City Department of Education statistical profile of Jamaica High School, at <http://nycps.schools.net
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Parent-Subsidiary Relationship
Of Not-for-Profit Corporations
Raises Official Oversight Issues
BY ROBERT P. BORSODY

G

iven the increasing size and complexity of the
not-for-profit sector of the economy,1 it is important that attorneys who have contact with notfor-profit corporations understand the parent-subsidiary relationship that can exist between and among
these types of organizations. This article examines the
nature of this relationship and the applicable law – including some conflicting assertions of oversight authority by state agencies.

The Not-for-Profit
Parent and Subsidiary, Generally
The term “parent-subsidiary relationship” has a wellunderstood meaning in the for-profit or business corporation sector. The parent controls one or more subsidiary corporations, usually through ownership of all
or a majority of stock. Under the New York Business
Corporation Law, ownership of such stock brings with it
the right to elect directors. Directors control the corporation by the appointment of officers and the exercise of
all other rights and powers over the subsidiary’s corporate assets. However, and as will be seen below, the concept is less clear in the not-for-profit area, and cases interpreting the relationship and its implications are few.
In not-for-profits, the parent-subsidiary relationship
is created by a provision in the by-laws (or certificate of
incorporation) that contains language along the following lines: “[Subsidiary] shall be a membership corporation. [Parent] shall be the sole member of [subsidiary]
corporation.” To insure that the parent-subsidiary relationship cannot be changed by the subsidiary, the bylaws or certificate of incorporation will also contain a
provision that these governing documents may not be
changed or amended without the consent of the parent.
To provide additional control by the parent entity, the
by-laws may also permit the parent to remove directors
without cause at any time, and to appoint replacements.
A moment’s reflection reveals that this combination of
provisions gives considerable control to the parent.

Growing Use by Not-for-Profit
Health Care Providers
To understand why the parent-subsidiary relationship has gained popularity among health care not-for20

profit corporations, an initial overview of their organization and certain practical considerations is helpful.
New York not-for-profit corporations, as is the case
with most such corporations in the United States, can be
either membership corporations or non-member corporations. Non-member corporations, as the name implies,
have no members, and the directors are elected by the
directors themselves. If, for example, the by-laws provide that the terms of one-third of a board of nine directors shall expire every three years, then, at the end of
three years when the term of three directors ends, the remaining six directors would nominate and elect three
directors to replace those whose terms have expired.
Similar provisions would exist for any “self-perpetuating” board of directors.
By contrast, a membership corporation will provide
that the membership elects directors. These are fairly
common for organizations such as soccer clubs, garden
clubs, etc. Today, membership corporations are no
longer the norm for entities such as hospitals, not-forprofit nursing homes and other not-for-profit health
care providers.
At one time, it was common for the by-laws or certificate of incorporation of a hospital membership corporation to provide that the membership of the corporation would consist of those persons who assembled or
met at a certain place on a certain date for the purpose
of electing directors. The provisions were as simple as
that. Others may have provided for membership based
on payment of a nominal sum, or for residence in a cer-
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parent entity is created by putting parent-subsidiary
tain area, or the additional qualification of being a relanguage into the by-laws of the hospital, giving the
cipient of the health care provider’s services.
parent entity the right to elect or appoint the directors of
However, as hospital providers have become larger
the hospital. The parent entity is also a New York notand more complex, with more complicated decisions to
for-profit corporation and is usually a non-member corbe made and heavier responsibilities to be shouldered
poration. The parent will often have additional subby those in charge, these simple membership provisions
sidiaries. Frequently, one of those subsidiaries will be a
have gradually been eliminated. One key reason is the
fund-raising corporation, which will also have not-fordesire to be more selective in the membership of the
profit status. Another subsidiary or subsidiaries often
board of directors; there is a practical need for people
are business corporations,
with the business or professuch as real estate holding
sional skills and talents to
companies or corporations
make complicated decisions.
The creation of a not-for-profit
formed for joint ventures
Political reasons exist for
corporation
has
been
simplified
with for-profit professionals
the elimination of these
or professional entities, such
membership provisions as
and
streamlined
in
recent
years,
as a doctor or doctor groups.
well. The writer was present
These sister subsidiaries
at a membership meeting
because the consent of a Supreme
of hospitals are usually
that demonstrated the poCourt justice is no longer required. formed for the purpose of intential problem that such
sulation of liability and for
provisions can cause for a
avoiding regulatory control.
hospital’s management. A
They are given various popular names, such as Physismall upstate hospital had one of the “just show up”
cian Hospital Organization (PHO) or Managed Care Ormembership clauses described above. Its management
ganization (MCO). If the entity were a subsidiary conbecame embroiled in a conflict with some members of
trolled by the hospital, then the agency that regulates
its medical staff. On the appointed night of the annual
the hospital, the New York State Department of Health
membership meeting, those members of the medical
(DOH), could rightfully assert regulatory jurisdiction
staff assembled, with a number of their friends and supover the entity on the basis of such control. Because one
porters and, in effect, “took over” the hospital.
of the reasons for creating the entity is to allow for freeA similar situation occurred in a downstate neighdom and flexibility, which the highly regulated health
borhood health center. The health center found itself in
care system in New York does not enjoy, a “sister” suba conflict with a major union. Members, their supportsidiary relationship is usually used.
ers and employees of that union assembled on the night
Another minor variation is for the parent entity to be
of election for the board of directors. This did not result
a trust instead of a New York not-for-profit corporation.
in the “takeover” of the not-for-profit membership corA trust is quick and inexpensive to set up. The trust inporation, but the simple membership provisions were
strument – which is basically a contract between a
eliminated from the by-laws shortly after the hotly condonor and the trustees – contains language almost identested election was resolved. The health center retical to the boiler-plate language found in most not-formained a membership corporation, but the by-laws
profit corporations, particularly those that intend to
were changed to provide for a single member. This was
apply for federal tax exemption. Because it is essentially
intended to create a “parent-subsidiary” relationship
a “private” contractual form, it may be executed and
that, among other things, would eliminate the possibilcome into existence instantly and at no cost, as comity that had nearly come to pass. Needless to say, the dipared to and contrasted with a not-for-profit certificate
rectors of the parent entity were elected by the “self-perof corporation, which must be filed with the Departpetuating board” process rather than by a membership
2
ment of State. It should be noted, however, that the crefrom the community at large.
ation of a not-for-profit corporation has been simplified
Forms of Organization for
and streamlined in recent years, because the consent of
Parent and Subsidiary Not-for-Profits
a Supreme Court justice is no longer required, as it was
before the 1993 amendment to § 404 of the New York
The most frequent configuration for a “parent-subNot-for-Profit Corporation Law.3
sidiary” relationship occurs when a single hospital creAlthough created by an indenture requiring no filing
ates a parent entity. (In virtually all cases the hospital
with any agency, a trust is nonetheless a legal entity. It
corporation, which is a New York not-for-profit corpocomes into being upon the execution of the trust instruration licensed under Article 28 of the New York Public
ment and the payment of the corpus of the trust from
Health Law, exists before the creation of the parent.) The
Journal | May 2004
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the donor to the trustees. This “corpus” can consist of
any nominal amount, such as $10. The trust created by
this process can own property, employ people, sue and
be sued and, essentially, do everything that a not-forprofit corporation can do. Such a trust entity is legally
identical to a testamentary or inter vivos trust set up by
an individual to minimize estate taxes, or to provide for
the support and protection of the individual’s survivors.
A “parent” trust, however, has a different purpose,
which can generally be described as the support and direction of the subsidiary.
Returning to the more common corporate form, the
certificate of incorporation of the parent not-for-profit
corporation will not contain any provisions that require
regulatory approval, or a consent from any regulatory
agency such as the DOH or the Department of Education. This essentially means that the parent entities are
“do nothing” corporations. The powers of the corporation must be drafted with care to avoid containing any
phrases or words that would act as red flags to the reviewers in the Department of State, and cause them to
reject the proposed certificate of incorporation on the
ground that the corporation had to obtain a required approval or consent by one of the regulatory agencies before filing. Although a trust is not submitted to the Secretary of State, it should also not contain powers that
would require consent, approval or license by any state
agency.

Tax Considerations for
Not-for-Profit Parent Organizations
Both the parent trust document and the parent notfor-profit corporation certificate of incorporation would
contain language in the purposes clause designed to assist in a successful application for tax exemption.
This language would contain all the basic boiler-plate
verbiage about no inurement to private parties, and
would provide for appropriate disposition of assets in
the event of dissolution. In addition to the basic and
standard tax exemption language, however, the purposes clause must be drafted with care to set forth, on
the one hand, tax exempt functions and, on the other,
not to describe a function that will require licensing by
some state agency.
A common approach here is simply to use “supporting organization” language that provides for the support of the tax-exempt subsidiary, usually by fund-raising. If, as is usually the case, the supported subsidiary is
an entity exempt under § 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, then such a supporting organization parent
will usually qualify under § 509(a)(3). It should be noted
that if the parent entity is not tax exempt, a tax exempt
subsidiary cannot “upstream” profits to the parent
without risk to its own status, because such a transfer of
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profits would amount to an improper inurement from
an exempt organization to a non-exempt one. At a minimum, it would trigger the application of some intermediate sanction under the 1996 “Intermediate Sanctions
Law.”4
It should be further noted that, if the purposes of a
proposed New York not-for-profit corporation include
support of an entity licensed under Article 28 of the
New York Public Health Law, the approval of the Public
Health Council is required.5 A comprehensive discussion of the complexities of tax exemption is beyond the
scope of this article, but the point to be made here is that
both parent and subsidiary are almost always tax exempt, and the parent’s exemption is usually dependent
on or derivative from the subsidiary.

Organization of
Multi-Hospital Systems
Multi-hospital systems are an interesting variant on
the parent-subsidiary theme. A parent entity may be created to control several hospitals, a form that has become
prevalent in downstate New York. In these multi-hospital systems, it is often the case that the “parent” is not
the sole member of the subsidiary hospital, but rather
exercises its influence through a number of different
contractual and non-contractual relationships. These relationships can vary in nature and in importance, depending upon economic issues, the dynamics of power
within and among the involved hospitals, and the history of the formation of the system.
Relationships can vary from an “affiliation agreement,” providing for no more than the staffing of one
hospital by another (certainly not a classic parent-subsidiary relationship), to one in which there are a transfer
of assets, guarantees of debt and a “holding out” as a
member of a system. The number and nature of these
contractual relationships can be fluid. They wax and
wane according to political and economic pressures,
and are too numerous to describe in any detail here.
Other control relationships in a multi-hospital organization are more clear cut, however. For example, a
management contract relationship, which alone would
not create parent-subsidiary status, has sometimes been
added to a more classic parent-subsidiary relationship
to provide for additional control by the parent. Management contracts with an Article 28-licensed hospital are
subject to specific and extensive regulation by the
DOH.6
Another control provision is asset ownership by the
parent. This could be accomplished by having the major
assets of the subsidiary, such as real estate, transferred
to the parent and then leased back to the subsidiary. Issues could arise here – such as the requirement of court
approval for transfer of “all or substantially all” of the
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assets of a not-for-profit corporation,7 and the restrictions on transfer of assets of a tax-exempt corporation
that might result in an “inurement” to an entity that is
not tax exempt. If, however, the parent entity is a notfor-profit corporation and tax exempt as well, these latter problems are minimized.

Special Issues for Religious
Organizations Controlling Hospitals
The parent-subsidiary relationship is often created by
religious organizations to control hospitals they have
founded and continue to fund. Indeed, this is one of the
most common and widespread contexts in which this
form of relationship is utilized.
Most prominent in the downstate area is the Catholic
Archdiocese of New York City, the parent entity for a
number of its hospitals. Further, various orders of nuns
within the diocese are parent entities for hospitals controlled by those orders. Again, and as is described
above, this relationship is created by simply stating that
the archdiocese or the order is the sole member of the
membership corporation, the subsidiary hospital.
These religious organizations often have specific objectives that are sought to be achieved, or maintained,
through the parent-subsidiary relationship. Common
examples are based on the position the Catholic Church
takes in the area of human reproduction, which would
include restrictions on birth control, abortion and family
planning. Compliance with the church’s position might
be achieved by specific wording in the by-laws of the
subsidiary, and are often referred to as “reserved powers.” This means that certain powers of the subsidiary
are “reserved” for exercise by the parent or require consent, approval or some type of involvement by the parent. The obvious question that arises is to what extent a
parent may interfere with or control the operations of a
hospital subsidiary without requiring some type of consent or approval by the New York State DOH under the
provisions of Article 28 of the Public Health Law –
which regulates all aspects of creation and operation of
hospitals and nursing homes and other types of institutional providers.8

Article 28 Regulation and
The Fraidstern Case
The first New York case examining the parent-subsidiary relationship was Fraidstern v. Axelrod.9 In this
case (unreported, unfortunately), the closing of St. Elizabeth’s Hospital in northern Manhattan was challenged
by a group of community residents, consumers of services and political personalities. The hospital had been
transferred from one religious order to another, specifically, to the Missionary Sisters of the Sacred Heart (who
also controlled Cabrini Hospital by means of the stan-
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dard parent-subsidiary relationship) from the Franciscan Sisters of Allegany, who had controlled St. Elizabeth’s Hospital through the same arrangement. The
new controlling parent elected a new board and that
board then proceeded, after proper notice to the DOH,
to close St. Elizabeth’s Hospital.
The plaintiff group challenged the closure and successfully secured a temporary restraining order to prevent it until a hearing could be had on the legal question
raised. That question was whether the new board was
properly and duly elected by the new parent, because
the DOH’s consent was not secured for either the transfer to the new parent or the election of the new board.
The argument made by the plaintiffs was that a business
corporation that owned and operated a New York hospital licensed under Article 28 was required to secure
permission to transfer 10% or more of its stock; under
that standard, they asserted, transfer of 10% or more of
control of a not-for-profit corporation – and here it was
100% – should also require regulatory approval by the
DOH.
The case aroused intense interest. Religious organizations did not want to have to secure regulatory consent
for transfers of hospitals between religious orders – and,
as it turned out, the DOH was even less willing to review them. The DOH official, who at that time was
charged with reviewing Article 28 Certificate of Need
applications, testified that the DOH had no jurisdiction
over transfers of control of not-for-profit corporations,
provided there was no change in the purposes or powers of the Article 28-licensed entity itself.10
The case had become a political “hot potato” because
the plaintiffs consisted of a large group of concerned citizens and prominent politicians, and the defendants
consisted of an order of nuns. It was heard by an upstate
judge who was sitting in New York County by designation. The court ultimately found that there was no requirement for Article 28 review by the DOH in the case
of transfers of control of not-for-profit hospital corporations. The court stated that the “regulations are devoid
of any reference to required approvals for changes in the
sponsorship of not-for-profit corporate hospitals operators” and dismissed the case.
After the Fraidstern case, regulations were promulgated that clarified when a parent entity has to secure
“establishment approval” by the relevant New York
State regulatory authorities, such as the Public Health
Council or the State Hospital Review and Planning
Council, if a transfer of control is to occur. In essence, the
regulations provide that if the parent has certain operational authority over a subsidiary that is an Article 28-licensed entity, the parent has to apply to the DOH for
“establishment” as a licensed Article 28 provider.11
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a Catholic-sponsored hospital, also controlled by a
Catholic-sponsored parent. It was proposed that the two
hospitals combine by transferring control of both hospiAs described above, the DOH has plenary jurisdictals to a single parent. This new parent itself would be a
tion over certain types of parent-subsidiary relationsubsidiary of the two entities that were formerly parents
ships. Specifically, when the parent entity has certain
of the two hospitals. The proposed resulting structure
operational powers over the Article 28-licensed hospital
would consist of the two former parent entities controlsubsidiary, then the DOH has a right to require that the
ling the new single parent entity, which would then conparent entity be “established,” also under Article 28.
trol the two hospitals. An issue raised in the case was
Along with Article 28 establishment comes continuing
that the new parent entity of the two hospitals would
regulatory authority by the DOH over the parent.
have certain “reserved powers” requiring that both of
The New York Not-for-Profit Corporation Law also
the hospitals comply with the Ethical and Religious Digives the attorney general the right to review certain acrectives for Catholic Health Care. These directives
tivities of not-for-profit corporations. For example, if a
would require the elimination of certain reproductive
not-for-profit corporation wishes to dispose of “all or
health services in both subsidiary hospitals. The original
substantially all of its assets,” consent of a Supreme
arrangement also had such
Court justice is required,
reserved powers but only for
upon notice to (or advance
the Catholic-sponsored hosconsent and waiver of the noThe
cost
of
regulatory
compliance
pital.
tice by) the attorney gen12
The attorney general, and
eral. The attorney general
has been recognized; state and
a
community-based entity
has broad authority to rethat intervened as an amicus,
federal laws now come with
view the activities of not-forargued before the trial court
profit corporations under the
regulatory impact statements.
that this proposed reconfigugeneral parens patrie powers
ration constituted a change in
of the state. These powers are
corporate purposes, thereby
usually exercised over entirequiring
attorney
general
and court approval under the
ties that are not otherwise specifically regulated as liCharitable
Trust
Law.
censed organizations by other state agencies – for examThe hospitals, on the other hand, argued that the prople, a general fund-raising entity, or a foundation that
posed arrangement did not involve the transfer of assets
has been endowed through a grant or will for purposes
or a statutory merger of the hospitals, and that those
of benefiting society in some particular manner. The athospitals remained separate corporate entities. They
torney general has the power to act against waste, selfalso asserted that there was no change in the corporate
dealing and breaches of fiduciary duty by the trustees or
13
purposes of either hospital but, simply, a change in
directors of such foundations or entities. That does not
membership. The ruling by the DOH that the new parmean there never is controversy about the exercise of
ent entity of the two hospitals did not need to be estabthese powers, however, as indicated below.
14
lished under Article 28 of the Public Health Law, on the
In Nathan Littauer Hospital Ass’n v. Spitzer, the attorground that it had no operational powers, was also cited
ney general was opposed by members of the health care
in support of this argument.
industry regarding the scope of his right to review the
The Hospital Trustees Association, as well as several
actions of hospitals, most of which happen to be not-forof its state and regional hospital associations, as amici,
profit corporations.15 The hospitals in that case had apargued that New York State already had a complex and
plied to the state regulatory agency, the DOH, for a rulcomprehensive regulatory scheme over hospitals, with
ing that their proposed actions would require no
which the affiliating entities had complied, and that a
regulatory approval, and this ruling was granted. The
further layer of regulation was not needed.
attorney general, however, was of the opinion that approval of the Supreme Court was required under the
In ruling in favor of the plaintiffs, the trial court cited
Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, including service on
the statement of the New York State Hospital Associaand a review by his office under that statute’s procetion that the association has 234 members, 160 of which
dure. The hospitals commenced a declaratory judgment
are members of hospital networks that exercise “some
action for a ruling that such approval was not required
degree of corporate control over its members’ hospiand the trial court agreed; the Appellate Division, Third
tals,” and adopted the association’s position that the
Department affirmed.
state Healthcare and Reform Act of 1996 reflected the
legislature’s intention of “reducing the role of regulaThe facts of the case were as follows: A community
tion” over these health care organizations. Other “genhospital, controlled by a parent, proposed a merger with

The Nathan Littauer Case
Limits Role of Attorney General
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eral legislative trends towards less regulation of hospitals, not more” were noted by the court, as had been argued by the association. The court also noted that the association’s counsel, on oral argument, had stated that
“200 similar transactions have occurred in the state
without need for approval.”
The court concluded that the attorney general had no
role to play in the proposed transaction, stating that “the
statutory scheme envisions DOH overseeing changes in
the healthcare services of a hospital. That has been accomplished to their satisfaction in this case. The scheme
does not include a role for the court or the attorney general in the proposed affiliation such as this one.” As
noted above, the lower court’s decision was affirmed by
the Appellate Division. Leave to appeal was denied by
the Court of Appeals.

Conclusion
The New York health care system is already one of
the most strictly and carefully regulated in the country.
Health care providers strain beneath the weight of repeated legislative initiatives, which, though well-intentioned, often are expensive and onerous to administer –
witness the new HIPAA statute.16 Intended to protect
patient privacy, it has instead primarily benefitted consultants, who sell expensive packages and hold seminars and publish books on how to comply with its numerous, complex provisions – among which is the
prominently featured possibility of a $250,000 penalty
for each violation. Under these circumstances, intervention in the New York health care system by the attorney
general (who has certainly shown commendable leadership in other areas) to provide an additional layer of
oversight is unnecessary.
The cost of regulatory compliance has been recognized; state and federal laws now come with regulatory
impact statements, which attempt to assess the cost of
compliance by those entities affected by a new proposed
law or regulation. But there is no such required regulatory impact assessment if a state agency or official such
as the attorney general begins to assert a quasi-regulatory role in an area where there has not been one before.
The New York State DOH and the Office of the New
York State Attorney General should come to an understanding that in the area of not-for-profit organizations,
especially health care providers, current practices and
existing regulatory authority is sufficient to protect the
public.
1.

2.

The New Equation for Charities: More Money, Less Oversight,
N.Y. Times, Nov. 17, 2003, at F1, col 1. The non-profit service sector accounts for 22% of all private sector jobs in
New York. 19 Crain’s N.Y. Bus. 1, Dec. 8, 2003, 2003 WL
9129409.
The provisions of membership corporations providing for
election of the directors by members chosen from the
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

community at large is similar to the requirements of federal regulations for federally funded Neighborhood
Health Centers funded under § 330 of the U.S. Public
Health Law. Regulations under this section require that
the board of the directors of a Neighborhood Health Center contain a majority of users from the area served by
the center. Formerly, there was no requirement or specification as to how those directors were to be elected, and
as in this example they were able to be appointed by a
parent entity or elected by a “self perpetuating board,”
so long as they actually and ultimately complied with the
regulatory requirement. This changed in 1997 when the
Division of Community and Migrant Health of the Bureau of Primary Health of the Health Resources and Services Administration of the U.S. Dept. of Health and
Human Services promulgated Policy Information Notice
97-27, dated July 22, 1997, which provided that a section
330-funded Neighborhood Health Center could not be
controlled by another entity. Affiliation Agreements of
Community and Migrant Health Centers, available at
<ftp://ftp.hrsa.gov/bphc/docs/1997PINS/97-27.PDF>.
1993 N.Y. Laws ch. 139, § 1, eff. Aug. 20 1993.
26 U.S.C. § 4958.
See Not-for-Profit Corp. Law § 404(o), (t).
See 10 N.Y.C.R.R. § 405.3(f).
See Not-for-Profit Corp. Law § 510(a)(3). See also the prohibition against payment of distributions or dividends to
the membership of a not-for-profit corporation. Not-forProfit Corp. Law §§ 508, 515.
This issue is intended to be addressed by the following
regulation in 10 N.Y.C.R.R. § 405.1(d), which provides as
follows:
(d) Nothing in subdivision (c) of this section [describing what powers would require a parent to be
established] shall require the establishment of any
member of a not-for-profit corporation, which operates a hospital, based upon such member’s reservation and exercise of the power to require that the
hospital operate in conformance with the mission
and philosophy of the hospital corporation.

9. Index No. 7414/81 (Sup. Ct., N.Y. Co. July 16, 1981).
10. This official was asked by the attorney for the plaintiffs if
he wouldn’t want to examine the character and competence – one of the requirements of Article 28 Certificate of
Need review – of the membership of an Article 28-licensed hospital if that new member was proposed to be
the American Nazi Party or the Ku Klux Klan. He replied
that he would have no power to do so.
11. The regulations, found at 10 N.Y.C.R.R. § 405.1(c), provide that:
(c) Any person, partnership, stockholder, corporation or other entity with the authority to operate a
hospital must be approved for establishment by the
Public Health Council unless otherwise permitted
to operate by the Public Health Law or as provided
for by section 405.3 of this Part. For the purposes of
this Part, a person, partnership, stockholder, corporation or other entity is an operator of a hospital if it
has the decision-making authority over any of the
following:
(1) appointment or dismissal of hospital management level employees and medical staff, except the
election or removal of corporate officers by the
members of a not-for-profit corporation;
(2) approval of hospital operating and capital budgets;
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(3) adoption or approval of hospital operating policies and procedures;
(4) approval of certificate of need applications filed
by or on behalf of the hospital;
(5) approval of hospital debt necessary to finance
the cost of compliance with operational or physical
plant standards required by law;
(6) approval of hospital contracts for management
or for clinical services; and
(7) approval of settlements of administrative proceedings or litigation to which the hospital is party,
except approval by the members of a not-for-profit
corporation of settlements of litigation that exceed
insurance coverage or any applicable self-insurance
fund.

12. Not-for-Profit Corp. Law §§ 510(a)(3), 511(a), (b).
13. Not-for-Profit Corp. Law § 112(a) lists nine situations
where the attorney general may bring actions to enforce
these powers.
14. 287 A.D.2d 202, 734 N.Y.S.2d 671 (3d Dep’t 2001), leave to
appeal denied, 98 N.Y.2d 602, 774 N.Y.S.2d 762 (2002).
15. A recent article written by the author noted that there
were only three hospitals in the state that were not
owned by not-for-profit corporations. Robert P. Borsody,
Institutional Licensing in New York State: Ownership by Public Companies, 8 Health L.J. 26 (Winter 2003). One of the
three has since closed.
16. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of
1966, 42 U.S.C. §§ 201 et seq.
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“Don’t Come Back Without a Reasonable Offer”
Surprisingly Little Direct Authority
Guides How Judges Can Move Parties
This is the second installment of a two-part article on the court’s power to foster settlements. In the last issue,
the discussion focused on the theory and practice of settlement negotiations before the court. This second segment
examines to what extent written New York State court rules, and the court’s “inherent authority” to manage litigation, empower a judge to foster settlement. The article concludes with a discussion of some suggested guidelines.

Part Two – The Judge’s Role
BY BRIAN J. SHOOT AND CHRISTOPHER T. MCGRATH

I

n the exercise of their offices, New York State trial
judges draw their power to act from several readily
ascertainable sources of law. When settlement is the
matter at hand, however, there is surprisingly little direct authority on which they may rely as they attempt to
move parties toward an agreement. As a result, the
boundaries of what is acceptable behavior by a judge
can be difficult to define. What follows addresses this
issue.

State Court Rules on Court’s Power
Section 202.12 of the Uniform Civil Rules for the
Supreme Court and the County Court states that any
party “may request a preliminary conference at any
time after service of process,” that the court “shall”
order such a conference where one has been properly requested, and that the “matters to be considered” at the
conference “shall” include, amongst other listed topics,
“settlement of the action.”1
Yet, while the rules actually require that the topic of
settlement be on the agenda at the preliminary conference, the “preliminary conference” is envisioned, as the
name implies, as a conference that occurs very early in
the lawsuit (within 45 days of the date that the request
or judicial intervention is filed), and perhaps too early
for the parties to discuss settlement meaningfully – inasmuch as little or no discovery, especially including the
personal injury defendant’s physical examination of the
plaintiff, would have taken place at this juncture. Indeed, one key purpose of the conference is to produce “a
timetable which shall provide for completion of disclosure within 12 months of the filing of the request for judicial intervention for a standard case, or within 15
months of such a filing for a complex case.”2
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While the initial, mandatory “preliminary conference” may well occur too early to realistically effect settlement of the action, however, the court may order as
many additional “preliminary conferences” as it deems
warranted. Subdivision (j) of the rule states, “The court,
in its discretion, at any time may order such conferences
as the court may deem helpful or necessary in any matter before the court.”
Apart from the “preliminary conference” identified
in § 202.12 of the Uniform Rules, § 202.26 authorizes a
“pretrial conference.” The rule states that the judge
“shall order a pretrial conference, unless the judge dispenses with such a conference in any particular case.”3
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impose some sanction if a party appears by an attorney
The pretrial conference may occur any time between filwho is not sufficiently familiar with the action. Simiing of note of issue and the commencement of the trial,
larly, because the appearing attorney is supposed to be
but should occur, when possible, sometime between 15
authorized to act or to be accompanied by a person who
and 45 days before the start of trial. This preference is
is authorized to act on the party’s behalf, a sanction can
expressly stated in subdivision (b) of the pertinent rule.4
presumably be imposed if a party appears only by perOf course, the difficulty here is that of determining
sons who are not empowered to act.
when, precisely, is “45 days before trial is anticipated.”
What precisely, however, is meant by “empowered to
The rule governing the pretrial conference states that
act” or “authorized to act”? If the attorney appearing for
the judge “shall consider at the conference,” among
the injured defendant states that he or she had spoken
other subjects, “disposition of the action including
with the insurer and is “authorized” to offer $50,000 –
scheduling the action for trial.”5 Another mandatory
this in a case in which liability in the millions seems
topic on the agenda is “insurance coverage where releprobable – is the attorney one who has been “authorized
vant.”6
to act” since the attorney has been authorized to offer
Thus, the rules contemplate an early “preliminary
the $50,000? Or is the defendant in violation, because
conference” at which “settlement of the action” shall be
the attorney’s authority is so
discussed and a “pretrial
circumscribed and any arguconference” in which “dispoments or inducements to setsition of the action” must be
What penalties may be imposed
tle would be wasted upon an
on the agenda. Moreover,
where
it
is
clear
that
some
penalty
individual who can effecsince there is no limit to the
tively do nothing absent furnumber of pretrial conferis warranted? . . . Is a monetary
ther communications from
ences that the judge may
sanction ever permissible or
Atlanta [or wherever]?
choose to order,7 the judge can
effectively order a settlement
Even assuming sanctions
appropriate, and against whom?
conference at virtually any
are warranted, exactly who
time from filing of the rewould be sanctioned, and
quest for judicial intervention until the trial itself.
what with? If, for example, the violation was failure to
appear by or with a person who was empowered to act
Yet, while the provisions expressly permit the judge
on the party’s behalf, does the court penalize the attorto order that the parties appear at two or more conferney who may or may not have had any power to comences, and while the rules at least impliedly authorize
pel the party to appear and/or to delegate authority to
the judge to direct that the persons who appear at such
settle? Does the court penalize the party, even though
conferences discuss settlement of the action (because
the problem may be a recalcitrant insurer over whom
that subject is expressly on the agenda), the rules leave
the party-defendant lacked control? Does the court pemuch unsaid regarding what the court may do, or what
nalize the insurer, this notwithstanding that the insurer
it should do, to promote or encourage settlement. In
is not a party in the case or may not even have offices
fact, Chief Judge Kaye’s Commission on the Jury is curwithin the state? We note that, in a related context, the
rently studying, among other matters, whether those or
Appellate Division for the Second Department held that
other rules that bear upon the settlement process should
the trial court was not authorized to sanction the insurbe supplemented or modified.
ance company for its role in directing the assertion of a
In this regard, § 202.12 states that, except when a
legally frivolous defense.10 The panel’s reasoning was
party appears pro se, a party who is directed to appear at
that a statute authorizing sanctions in derogation of
the preliminary conference shall appear by “an attorney
common law must be narrowly construed, and that the
thoroughly familiar with the action and authorized to
8
provisions relied upon (CPLR 8303-a and 22 N.Y.C.R.R.
act on behalf of the party.”
§ 130-1.1) authorized sanctions solely against parties,
There is a virtually identical requirement for the preand not against non-parties.
trial conference. The rule states: “Where parties are repAnd what penalties may be imposed where it is clear
resented by counsel, only attorneys fully familiar with
that
some penalty is warranted? Can the defendant’s anthe action and authorized to make binding stipulations
swer be stricken for willful failure to appear via a peror accompanied by a person empowered to act on behalf
son with authority, and will such penalty lie even where
of the party represented will be permitted to appear at a
the “fault” lay with the party’s insurance carrier and not
pretrial conference.”9
with the named defendant? Is a monetary sanction ever
Presumably, because parties who are not pro se are
permissible or appropriate, and against whom?
expressly required to appear by “thoroughly familiar”
Can/should the client be punished, if it appears by an
or “fully familiar” counsel, the court is empowered to
Journal | May 2004
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broad powers, but without any standards detailing how
those powers are to be exercised, or towards what end.
There are at least some state court rules that go beyond the federal rule in specificity. For example, Michigan’s court rules regarding conferences expressly proFederal Rules and Rules of Sister States
vide:
By comparison, the federal rule governing pretrial
(1) not only that the appearing attorneys “be thorconferences provides somewhat greater clarity.11 For
oughly familiar with the case,” but also that “[t]he court
one thing, the federal rule expressly states that “the
may direct that the attorneys who intend to try the case atcourt may require that a party or its representative be
tend the conference”;14
present or reasonably available by telephone in order to
(2) that the court may diconsider possible settlement
rect that parties and “repreof the dispute.”12 The court
sentatives of lienholders, repthus has explicit authority to
A party can be sanctioned,
resentatives of insurance carriers,
demand that, in those cases
or other persons” “be present
not for failing to offer or accept
in which the attorney has
at the conference or be immedilimited authority to act withreasonable
settlement
terms,
but
ately available at the time of
out express approval from
15
instead for failing to meaningfully the conference”;
the plaintiff or the defendant,
(3) that the court’s order
the plaintiff or defendant also
discuss
the
subject
of
settlement.
“may
specify whether the
appear or be available for
availability
is to be [in] pertelephone consultation. Of
son or by telephone”;16 and,
course, this of itself does not
(4) that “[f]ailure of a party or the party’s attorney or
wholly answer the questions about what can or should
other representative to attend a scheduled conference
be done vis-à-vis the defendant’s insurer.
or to have information and authority adequate for reThe federal rule also provides a rather daunting subsponsible and effective participation in the conference
section on sanctions, as follows:
for all purposes, including settlement, as directed by the
(f) Sanctions. If a party or party’s attorney fails to obey
court, may constitute a default . . . or a ground for disa scheduling or pretrial order, or if no appearance is
missal . . .”17
made on behalf of a party at a scheduling or pretrial
The key point, for present purposes: although New
conference, or if a party or party’s attorney is substantially unprepared to participate in the conference, or if
York’s Uniform Rules expressly authorize preliminary
a party or party’s attorney fails to participate in good
and pretrial conferences in which settlement of the acfaith, the judge, upon motion or the judge’s own initiation is a mandatory agenda topic, they provide little
tive, may make such orders with regard thereto as are
guidance regarding what the court’s powers to effect
just, and among others any of the orders provided in
settlement may be. New York’s court rules also provide
Rule 37(b)(2)(B), (C), (D). In lieu of or in addition to any
significantly less guidance than is provided in some
other sanction, the judge shall require the party or the
attorney representing the party or both to pay the reaother jurisdictions.
attorney who lacks familiarity with the case, or should
the sanction be levied upon the attorney? None of those
questions are answered in the New York State court
rules.

sonable expenses incurred because of any noncompliance with this rule, including attorney’s fees, unless the
judge finds that the noncompliance was substantially
justified or that other circumstances make an award of
expenses unjust.13

Even the federal rule leaves much unsaid and much
undefined, however. Most obviously, it does not even
begin to define the court’s authority vis-à-vis non-parties, particularly including those insurance carriers that
may effectively be controlling the litigation. Much more
important, while the federal rule includes broad powers
to levy sanctions, it provides few guidelines (1) about
how the court may or should seek to foster settlement or
(2) about which among the broad panoply of available
sanctions might be imposed in any individual case.
Rather, the federal rule provides the District Court with
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The Court’s Inherent Authority
As has been shown, New York’s court rules expressly
authorize the court to conduct conferences in which settlement is the topic of discussion, and the rules require
that such conferences be attended by thoroughly familiar attorneys who are “authorized to act.” With these exceptions, however, the rules do not expressly grant the
court any authority to promote/encourage settlement,
nor provide any guidelines as to how to do so. Yet, this
does not necessarily mean that New York Supreme
Court justices lack the authority to employ the various
“weapons” discussed in the first portion of this article.
Making that determination requires consideration of
whether these judges have the inherent authority to
do so.
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Although little has been written about the inherent
power of New York State courts to manage their own affairs generally, or to promote/encourage settlement in
particular, such subjects have been much discussed nationally.18 Specifically, “[f]ederal courts have long asserted equitable power to manage their affairs to ensure
the orderly, expeditious, and efficient administration of
justice.”19 The existence of such inherent authority, an
authority that arises from necessity rather than from any
express legislative grant, was definitively acknowledged in Link v. Wabash Railroad Co.,20 wherein the U.S.
Supreme Court noted that a District Court’s ability to
take action in a procedural context may be grounded in
“inherent power,” governed not by rule or statute, but
by “the control necessarily vested in courts to manage
their own affairs so as to achieve the orderly and expeditious disposition of cases.”21
Of course, it is one thing to recognize that courts have
certain inherent powers and that one such power is to
discuss/promote settlement of the case, and quite a different thing to precisely define what conduct is or is not
permissible.
At one end of the continuum, there are various instances in which a court may have power to approve or
disapprove a proposed settlement (e.g., class actions, actions on behalf of infants). It is, however, axiomatic that
a court cannot dictate or compel a particular settlement.22
In a similar vein, while there are reports of judges
who penalized one side or the other, whether by monetary sanction or by some other penalty, for failure to
offer or accept “reasonable” settlement terms (as discussed last issue), it seems very clear that such conduct
is improper.23
There is, however, authority for the proposition that
a party can be sanctioned, not for failing to offer or accept
reasonable settlement terms, but instead for failing to
meaningfully discuss the subject of settlement. This has
typically occurred when, after being directed to produce
a person with knowledge and authority to settle, the
party instead appeared by counsel who had no authority to do so.24
Yet, while the distinction may seem clear enough in
theory, and perhaps even sensible – in essence, the judge
can lead the horses to the settlement waterhole, but cannot compel them to drink – the distinction will almost
always be more difficult to apply in actual practice.25
For one thing, it may be difficult to discern the difference between an attorney who is participating in good
faith but has a markedly dissimilar opinion about what
the case is “worth” and the attorney who has, for one
reason or another, adamantly determined not to settle
and whose very participation is little more than a charade.
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Even more important, it may be difficult to distinguish when a judge’s statement of fact or opinion becomes an argument, or when the judge’s argument becomes coercive. The latter concern becomes especially
problematic when one considers (1) that a threat to render unfavorable rulings or to otherwise “punish” a recalcitrant party or attorney may be implied as well as
expressed,26 and (2) that an attorney may perceive a
threat, perhaps from a tone of voice, that the judge may
have never intended to make.27
The question as to the court’s “inherent power” visà-vis non-parties, such as an insurance company controlling the defense, injects a further complication. Consider, for example, In re Novak.28 There, upon being
informed that the person with authority to settle was an
employee of the defendant’s insurer, the District Court
judge ordered that individual to attend the next conference, this notwithstanding that the insurer was not a
party and the individual was out of state. When the individual failed to appear (except for the limited purpose
of contesting jurisdiction), the judge ruled that the individual was in contempt of court. On appeal, the
Eleventh Circuit held that the District Court had exceeded its authority in directing the individual’s attendance. However, the order holding the individual in
contempt of court – criminal contempt, by the way – was
affirmed.
In ruling that the District Court lacked “inherent authority” to direct attendance of the insurer’s employee,
the Circuit Court acknowledged that settlement conferences become nothing more than “cathartic exercises” if
the parties are unprepared or unable to settle.29 It also
noted “that the power to direct parties to produce individuals with full settlement authority at pretrial settlement conferences is inherent in the District Courts.”30
Yet, while allowing that the District Court had “inherent
power” to do that which was necessary to effect a meaningful settlement conference, the Circuit Court concluded that such means were actually not “necessary”
to achieve the desired end inasmuch as the District
Court could have instead directed the named party (i.e.,
the insured) to produce a person of authority. Precisely
because the means used were not “necessary” in order
to achieve the objective, it was not “authorized.”31 The
Circuit Court put it this way:
When an insurer controls a party’s litigation, this party,
if ordered to produce such an individual, must turn to
his insurer to comply with the order and avoid sanctions; the insurer either must provide the necessary individual or confer full settlement authority on the party or his attorney. The insurer, of course, has a strong incentive to
prevent the imposition of civil contempt sanctions that
would harm its interests. Thus, the effect of directing an
order to the named party (the insured) would be to coerce ac-
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tion by the nonparty insurer controlling the litigation. For
example, a district court could coerce the assistance of a
nonparty insurer in charge of the litigation by ordering
its insured, a named party, to produce an individual at
the pretrial conference fully authorized to discuss settlement and informing this party, in advance, that the
court will strike his pleadings as a sanction for noncompliance with its order.
* * *
Thus, the District Court in this case could have issued
an order directed at the defendants to achieve its desired result. Instead, the district court issued an order directed at Novak, an employee of the nonparty insurer of the
defendants. That order was neither authorized by Congress
nor necessary for the court to perform its duties. Accordingly, we conclude that the district court had no authority
directly to order the appearance of Novak, an employee of the
defendants’ insurer, to attend the pretrial settlement conference.32

settlement for fear that it will be construed as violative
of Canon I.”36 Similar concerns exist with respect to
Canon 2 and Canon 3,37 which provisions “can also be
interpreted as suppressive of active judicial involvement in settlement activity.”38 Although the observation
is now probably less apt than when initially made back
in 1988, the theory is that “many judges understandably
refrain from active participation in settlement negotiations completely” “[r]ather than risk behavior that
might be construed as unethical or result in public condemnation.”39
In any event, the “bottom line” is that, while one can
confidently say that judges can order settlement conferences and cannot order parties to settle on stated terms,
conduct between those extremes remains a matter of
some controversy nationally:
Controversy also surrounds the question of judicial
power to compel participation in settlement conferences. One issue is who can be compelled to attend. The
[Federal] Rule explicitly authorizes compelled attendance of unrepresented parties and of lawyers for represented parties, but says nothing about represented
parties themselves. Courts have divided on whether represented parties can be compelled to attend. A second issue is
what attendees can be compelled to do. While the judge
clearly may not impose a specific settlement on an unwilling party, courts disagree on whether the court may
compel participation in alternative dispute resolution
processes, and whether a party may be sanctioned for failure
to make or respond to a settlement offer.40

Ironically, after deciding that the District Court’s initial directive compelling the insurer’s appearance was
unnecessary and therefore unauthorized, the Circuit
Court nonetheless affirmed the criminal contempt ruling on the ground that the initial directive “was neither
transparently invalid nor patently frivolous,” and, for
this reason, could not be summarily ignored or flouted
with impunity.33
Yet, while Novak stands as authority for the proposition that a trial court does not have “inherent authority”
to directly order that the nonBut what have state courts
party insurer appear and that
said about their inherent
the judge must instead target
powers to promote or enThere is also an almost complete
the party-insured, there is
courage settlement? What
lack of authoritative direction on
also authority to the conhave New York courts said
trary.34
whether the pursuit of settlement about their powers or lack
There is, in addition, a furthereof to direct the attenis itself a legitimate, let alone
ther complication. Up until
dance of an insurer, or to
this point, we have primarily
compel attendance of a percentral, judicial goal.
phrased the issue in terms of
son with authority to settle,
whether the court has inheror to sanction bad faith reent authority or power to take
fusal to negotiate? The anvarious actions to promote/encourage settlement. A difswer, in two simple words, is this: very little.
ficult question that also bears on the inquiry is whether
There is little case authority supporting, or, for that
the ethical constraints might restrain or limit such aumatter, rejecting, the proposition that courts have “inthority as may exist, and, equally important, whether
herent authority,” beyond that provided by court rule or
the perception of such constraints may practically do so.
statute, to initiate or employ the various settlement tools
that are theoretically available. To be sure, there is clear
In this regard, Canon 1 of the Code of Judicial Con35
precedent for the proposition that courts have inherent
duct requires judges to uphold “the integrity and inauthority do what is necessary to fulfill their functions
dependence of the judiciary.” Although it seems to us
and, in particular, that the courts have inherent power to
that the rule does not obviously relate to conduct deoversee attorney conduct in pending matters.41 But, as
signed to settle a case, some out-of-state cases have
recent events indicate, even that power is not limitless,
broadly construed the scope of the rule, and the suggeswith the consequence that a court lacks “inherent aution has been made that the existence of such decisions
thority to hale before it lawyers who last appeared be“may deter many judges from vigorously promoting
32
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fore a different judge of coordinate jurisdiction some
two-and-a-half years earlier, to start a sua sponte inquiry
into the appropriate amount of attorneys’ fees when no
fee application was pending before it, or to review an arbitral award when no party has moved to modify or vacate such award.”42
Even ignoring that the “inherent authority” to oversee attorneys is not limitless, it is hardly self-evident
that inherent power to promulgate rules regarding attorney conduct carries or connotes inherent authority to
pro-actively foster settlement.43
There is also no New York authority on whether the
court has the power to compel the attendance of a nonparty insurer. By way of analogy, even though the
court’s authority to issue a trial subpoena extends no
further than the state’s border,44 the court has authority
to direct a corporation to produce an individual who is
out of state if the corporation is itself subject to the
state’s supervision and the individual is within the corporation’s control.45 But whether this also provides authority when the corporation itself is not a party in the
action is problematic at best.46
On the other hand, while there is little or no New
York precedent supporting such actions, it cannot be denied that New York judges routinely employ many of
the settlement tools discussed in the first part of this article, including some of the more controversial ones. Obviously, there is a wide variation in actual practice, ranging from the judge who may do no more than suggest
that the attorneys might consider settlement discussions, to the judge who may offer unsolicited views regarding the parties’ respective points of vulnerability or
the fair value of the case, to the judge who aggressively
pursues settlement in ex parte sessions to which the parties may or may not have been asked to consent.
There is also, we believe, a wide range of views
among those judges who do not aggressively pursue
settlements, regarding why they do not do so. Particularly in the absence of clear legal authority to use some
of the more aggressive settlement techniques, it is likely
that some judges may regard such actions as unauthorized, or even unethical. We believe, however, that most
of the judges who adopt a “hands-off” posture to settlements do so not as a result of legal or ethical misgivings,
but instead for the simpler reason that they do not like to
do so and do not see “brokering” or mediating as a part
of the job description of a New York Supreme Court justice.
This, in turn, leads to one final observation as to the
New York law (or lack of New York law) governing judicial encouragement of settlements. Apart from the
two court rules authorizing court conferences in which
settlement is an agenda item, and some very general
(and vague) canons regarding judicial ethics, as disJournal | May 2004

cussed above, there are no codified rules regarding what
a New York judge can or cannot do to settle a case. And,
apart from some plainly distinguishable cases dealing
with “inherent authority” to oversee the legal profession, there is little case precedent to guide us. Above and
beyond this virtual lack of precedent defining the limits
of a New York judge’s powers to aggressively pursue a
settlement by the means that have proven controversial
in other jurisdictions, there is also an almost complete
lack of authoritative direction on whether the pursuit of
settlement is itself a legitimate, let alone central, judicial
goal.
In this vein, consider two hypothetical Supreme
Court justices whose courtrooms are across the hall
from each other: Justice Armtwister and Justice Aloof.
Justice Armtwister firmly believes that a bad settlement
is better, both for the parties and for the taxpayers, than
a good verdict. She is famous for her grueling ex parte
conferences, conferences in which each side is successively and convincingly told why trial will likely end in
disaster for them. And, while attorneys may from time
to time grumble that they were coerced into settlement
by vague yet effective suggestions as to the dire consequences that might follow from being “unreasonable,”
no one can deny that Justice Armtwister settles a very
large number of cases.
By contrast, Justice Aloof will never mediate one of
his cases, believing that the roles of mediator and trial
judge are fundamentally incompatible. Even in cases
that the judge firmly believes should be settled, he will
typically do no more than offer that very same observation to the assembled attorneys, perhaps with the further suggestion that they might wish to consider out-ofcourt mediation conducted by one of the companies that
provide such services.
The point is that, given the current state of the law in
New York, there is little authority for the proposition
that Justice Armtwister is wrong in conducting ex parte
settlement conferences that involve the proverbial
“modicum of arm twisting.” There is likewise little authority for the proposition that Justice Aloof is wrong in
declining to actively encourage settlements, although
such may well be the view of the administrative judge
of the county, and even of those attorneys who thought
that their cases might have settled with a little “push”
from the judge. Simply in terms of the governing rules
and precedents, the two judges’ diametrically opposed
views on the appropriate use of judicial power to foster
settlement are equally “right” – which merely underscores how little guidance the law provides.

Conclusion, and Some Recommendations
In her wonderfully written article that effectively
served as our initial guide to the out-of-state landscape,
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Professor Daisy Hurst Floyd concluded that the standards governing what a judge can and/or should do in
promoting settlements were extremely vague. Nevertheless, she continued, the need for clear guidance is apparent, both to assure judges (and parties) that it was
not of itself improper or unseemly for the court to proactively promote settlement, and to clearly indicate that
certain essentially coercive methods were improper.47
Although these observations were made almost a
decade ago and primarily concerned the federal court
system, they seem equally valid as applied to the New
York courts in 2004. Beyond this, we would offer the following observations.
First, while some may extol an increase in settlements
as a laudable goal, we do not subscribe to the view that
a bad settlement is necessarily better than a good verdict. Indeed, just as the legal system lacks the resources
to dispose of each case on the merits, and thus inevitably depends on the majority of cases settling, the
system also depends on other cases providing the dispositions on the merits that are needed to set guidelines
for such settlements.
Second, the question of whether judges should or
should not aggressively promote settlement is, in a
sense, pointless. It is, we believe, inevitable that some
judges will aggressively seek settlements, that other
judges will make little or any effort to effect settlement,
and that still others will fall between those extremes. Regardless of whether the percentages are up or down,
there have always been some “armtwisting” judges and
some “aloof” judges and, unless and until human nature becomes standardized, neither species is likely to
become extinct.
Third, while it may be pointless to mandate or preclude a “pro-active” pursuit of settlements, there should
be, we believe, some guidance as to which procedures
are permissible and which are not. Such standards are
necessary not only to curb coercive practices, but also to
provide positive assurance to judges who may shy away
from permissible procedures out of a misguided but understandable concern that such conduct may later be
criticized as violating the current amorphous standards.
Finally, in terms of what those standards should be
and where the line should be drawn, we would emphasize two distinctions. One distinction, which is no doubt
easier to state than to apply, is the distinction between
persuasion and coercion. Although that boundary may
sometimes be difficult to discern – particularly where a
statement that was not intended to be a threat may be
perceived as such when it comes from the individual
who will be making all of the trial rulings in the case –
it is nonetheless critical.
The second distinction, which is far easier to implement, is the difference between compelling the parties
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to discuss settlement, and compelling the parties to settle.48 In our view, a court should be able to compel settlement discussions. Moreover, because such a discussion would be an empty charade (as well as a waste of
time and money) if the persons discussing settlement
had no authority to settle the matter, the court should,
we believe, be granted express authority to direct the litigants and/or a representative of the litigant’s insurer to
be “present . . . or immediately available” in those instances in which the court deems the presence of such
persons warranted. This, as has been noted, is the rule
in Michigan. We submit that this one, modest change to
the Uniform Rules governing conferences would provide, by itself, a very valuable tool to those judges who
strive hard to resolve cases that seem amenable to settlement, but who sometimes find that their efforts are
wasted because the only persons who actually have the
power to settle are beyond the court’s reach or hearing.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

14.

22 N.Y.C.R.R. § 202.12(a), (c)(4).
22 N.Y.C.R.R. § 202.12(b).
22 N.Y.C.R.R. § 202.26(a).
“To the extent practicable, pretrial conferences shall be
held not less than 15 nor more than 45 days before trial is
anticipated.” 22 N.Y.C.R.R. § 202.26(b).
22 N.Y.C.R.R. § 202.26(c)(3).
22 N.Y.C.R.R. § 202.26(c)(6).
22 N.Y.C.R.R. § 202.12(j).
22 N.Y.C.R.R. § 202.12(b).
22 N.Y.C.R.R. § 202.26(e).
Saastomoinen v. Pagano, 278 A.D.2d 218, 717 N.Y.S.2d 274
(2d Dep’t 2000), rev’g 183 Misc. 2d 781, 704 N.Y.S.2d 796
(Sup. Ct., Nassau Co.).
Fed. R. Civ. P. 16.
Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(c).
Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(f). The referenced sanctions in Rule
37(b)(2)(B), (C) and (D) include “[a]n order refusing to
allow the disobedient party to support or oppose designated claims or defenses, or prohibiting that party from
introducing designated matters in evidence,” “[a]n order
striking out pleadings or parts thereof, or staying further
proceedings until the order is obeyed, or dismissing the
action or proceeding or any part thereof, or rendering a
judgment by default against the disobedient party,” and
“an order treating as a contempt of court the failure to
obey any orders except an order to submit to a physical
or mental examination.”
Michigan Court Rules, Rule 2.401(E) (hereinafter
“MCR”). In our view, such insistence upon the presence
of the trial attorney is (1) unnecessary (since an attorney
who is “fully familiar” and who has authority to settle is
surely sufficient) and (2) infeasible (inasmuch as, in many
if not most offices, the attorney who will try the case is
the trial attorney who happens to be free to do so when
the case is called to trial). More than this, such gloss
might even be counter-productive.
Regarding the last observation, the basic point is that
some attorneys are good at trying cases, others are good
at negotiating and settling cases, and the fact that an attorney is accomplished in the first skill does not necessarily mean that the attorney is, by temperament or other-
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15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.

22.

23.

24.

wise, suited to the latter. Indeed, there are certain “bulldog” trial attorneys, including some very renowned trial
attorneys, who are famous for never settling cases. They
instead rely on their less argumentative partners to negotiate and settle those cases that can be settled, and the
“big name” trial attorney then comes into the case only
after it becomes plain that settlement will not occur. In
such instances, the very last thing that the judge or the
adversary should want is the presence of the trial attorney, for, in some instances, such would effectively guarantee that the case will not settle.
MCR 2.401(F).
Id.
MCR 2.401.
See, e.g., Eash v. Riggins Trucking, Inc., 757 F.2d 557, 561
(3d Cir. 1985) (“That courts have inherent powers – powers vested in the courts upon their creation . . . and not
derived from any statute . . . is not disputed. Inherent
power has been frequently invoked by the courts to regulate the conduct of the members of the bar as well as to
provide tools for docket management. Courts have thus
relied on the concept of inherent power to impose several
species of sanctions on those who abuse the judicial
process”).
Robert J. Pushaw, Jr., The Inherent Powers of Federal Court
and the Structural Constitution, 86 Iowa L. Rev. 735, 760
(2001).
370 U.S. 626 (1962).
Id. at 630–31. See James A. Wall, Jr. et al., Judicial Participation in Settlement, 1984 J. Disp. Resol. 25 (“A court’s inherent power is grounded in necessity; it arises from the
court’s need to issue orders necessary for it to function”).
See Evans v. Jeff D., 475 U.S. 717, 726, reh’g denied, 476 U.S.
1179 (1986) (“Rule 23(e) wisely requires court approval of
the terms of any settlement of a class action, but the
power to approve or reject a settlement negotiated by the
parties before trial does not authorize the court to require
the parties to accept a settlement to which they have not
agreed”); Goss Graphics Sys. Inc. v. DEV Indus. Inc., 267
F.3d 624, 627–28 (7th Cir. 2001) (where judge dismissed a
suit due to plaintiff’s perceived failure to negotiate in
good faith. “Federal courts do have authority to require
parties to engage in settlement negotiations . . . but they
have no authority to force a settlement. . . . If parties
want to duke it out, that’s their privilege”).
Kothe v. Smith, 771 F.2d 667, 669 (2d Cir. 1985) (where
judge recommended weeks prior to trial that a malpractice case be settled for $20,000 to $30,000, where carrier
then waited until the trial itself to offer the $20,000 which
settled the case, and where the district judge then sanctioned the defendant $2,480; “Although the law favors
the voluntary settlement of civil suits . . . it does not sanction efforts by trial judges to effect settlements through
coercion”); Goss Graphics Sys. Inc., 267 F.3d at 627 (“the
district judge’s annoyance at the parties’ failure to settle
was not a valid ground for killing the plaintiff’s suit”).
See Nick v. Morgan’s Foods, Inc., 270 F.3d 590, 593, 595, 596
(8th Cir. 2001) (employer against which employment discrimination action had been brought “did not file the
memorandum that was required to be filed at least seven
days before the first ADR conference” and then appeared
by its “outside counsel” “and a corporate representative
of appellant who had no independent knowledge of the
facts of the case and had permission to settle only up to
$500,” and counsel also had advised person with authority not to attend; District Court sanctioned client and
counsel $1,390 each, and its order was affirmed); Pitman
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v. Brinker Int’l, Inc., 216 F.R.D. 481, 485, 486 (D. Ariz. 2003)
(defendant was sanctioned when, after having been ordered to appear at the settlement conference with someone who had “full and complete authority to discuss and
settle the case,” its only representative at the conference
was a biased corporate employee with extremely limited
authority to settle the case; the Court inferred that the defendant had decided that it was cheaper to violate the
Court’s order rather than to have a key person attend the
conference in person. “Such an unapproved settlement
tactic is not negotiating in good faith”); Lockhart v. Patel,
115 F.R.D. 44, 45 (E.D. Ky. 1987) (in medical malpractice
action, where trial judge instructed defense counsel to
bring a representative of the insurance company to the
settlement conference and “not to send some flunky who
has no authority to negotiate,” and where defendant instead appeared with an adjustor who “advised the court
that her instructions from the officials at the home office
were to reiterate the offer previously made and not to
bother to call them back if it were not accepted”; “the
court forthwith struck the pleadings of the defendant and
declared him in default”; “The drafters of amended Rule
16 knew of the docket pressures to which our courts are
subject, and knew that to process 400 cases you have to
settle at least 350”).
25. See Kamaunu v. Kaaea, 99 Haw. 503, 506, 57 P.3d 428, 431
(Haw. 2002) (sanction was improperly imposed; irrespective of whether defendant could be sanctioned for appearing at settlement conference without authority to negotiate, “resolution of this question is irrelevant because
the record clearly demonstrates that the trial court’s imposition of sanctions was premised on Defendant’s failure to make a monetary settlement offer and on his firm
intention to go to trial, not on a failure to ensure the presence of a representative with complete settlement authority at the settlement conference”); see also Hess v. New Jersey Transit Rail Operations, Inc., 846 F.2d 114, 116 (2d Cir.
1988) (where district judge ordered defendant to submit a
“bonafide” pretrial settlement offer or be subject to sanctions and costs, where defendant failed to offer any settlement until the trial itself, where case then settled on
the third day of trial for $85,000, and where trial court sua
sponte held the party-defendant in criminal contempt for
the prior failure to submit a bona fide settlement offer;
“No one may be held in contempt for violating a court
order unless the order is clear and specific and leaves no
uncertainty in the minds of those to whom it is addressed. . . . The phrase ‘bonafide offer of settlement’ is
. . . vague and imprecise”).
26. Judge Baer, of the Southern District of New York, in fact
allows that, in his own conferences, “[t]here may, however, be a modicum of arm twisting . . . [in] an effort to
convince one side or the other that a proposed resolution
is a fair one.” Hon. Harold Baer, Jr., History, Process, and a
Role for Judges in Mediating Their Own Cases, 58 N.Y.U.
Ann. Surv. Am. L. 141, at 146 (2001). But, while the judge
presumably would not characterize the process as coercive, the simple fact is that when “arm twisting” occurs,
someone’s arm has invariably been twisted.
27. Daisy Hurst Floyd, Can The Judge Do That? – The Need for
a Clearer Role in Settlement, 26 Ariz. St. L.J. 45, 90 (1995)
(“Judges must be willing to struggle with the fact that the
judge’s position, as opposed to the particular action of
the judge, may have coercive effect. If judges are truly interested in avoiding coercion, more attention needs to be
given to this aspect of the judge-litigant relationship and
to the unintentionally coercive effect of certain techniques
of judicial involvement in settlement”).
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28.
29.
30.
31.

932 F.2d 1397 (11th Cir. 1991).
Id. at 1404.
Id. at 1407.
The Novak Court did not expressly consider what would
occur if the insurer’s obstinate failure to participate, a
failure that the insured may have been powerless to influence, resulted in a judgment that exceeded the coverage.
To be sure, one might theorize that the insured might, in
such instance, have legal basis to coverage beyond the
policy limits, but this seems an unsatisfying answer inasmuch as (1) the insured might have to wait months or
even years before obtaining full indemnity, and (2) the
imposition of judgment that might not have been warranted on the merits might also have adverse consequences of a non-monetary nature.

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

In re Novak, 932 F.2d at 1408 (emphasis added).
Id.
Lockhart v. Patel, 115 F.R.D. 44, 45 (E.D. Ky. 1987).
22 N.Y.C.R.R. § 100.1.
Susan M. Gabriel, Judicial Participation in Settlement: Pattern, Practice, and Ethics, 4 Ohio St. J. on Disp. Resol. 81,
89–90 (1988).
37. 22 N.Y.C.R.R. §§ 100.2, 100.3. Canon 2 states, inter alia,
that “[a] judge shall respect and comply with the law and
shall act at all times in a manner that promotes public
confidence in the integrity and impartiality of the judiciary.”
The current, New York version of Canon 3 states, inter
alia, that “[e]x parte communications that are made for
scheduling or administrative purposes and that do not
affect a substantial right of any party are authorized, provided the judge reasonably believes that no party will
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40.
41.

42.
43.

44.
45.
46.

47.
48.

gain a procedural or tactical advantage as a result of the
ex parte communication, and the judge, insofar as practical and appropriate, makes provision for prompt notification of other parties or their lawyers of the substance of
the ex parte communication and allows an opportunity to
respond.”
Gabriel, supra note 36.
Id. at 89 (emphasis added).
Stephen McG. Bundy, The Policy in Favor of Settlement in
an Adversary System, 44 Hastings L.J. 1, 59–60 (1992).
Stortecky v. Mazzone, 85 N.Y.2d 518, 626 N.Y.S.2d 733
(1995); In re Wong, 275 A.D.2d 1, 710 N.Y.S.2d 57 (1st
Dep’t 2000).
State v. Philip Morris Inc., 308 A.D.2d 57, 58, 763 N.Y.S.2d
32, 40 (1st Dep’t 2003), leave denied, 1 N.Y.3d 502 (2003).
First Nat’l Bank v. Brower, 42 N.Y.2d 471, 398 N.Y.S.2d 875
(1977); Gair v. Peck, 6 N.Y.2d 97, 188 N.Y.S.2d 491 (1959),
cert. denied, 361 U.S. 374 (1960).
Judiciary Law § 2-b; Siemens & Halske, GmbH v. Gres, 37
A.D.2d 768, 324 N.Y.S.2d 639 (1st Dep’t 1971).
Standard Fruit & S.S. Co. v. Waterfront Comm’n of N.Y. Harbor, 43 N.Y.2d 11, 15–16, 400 N.Y.S.2d 732 (1977).
See Saastomoinen v. Pagano, 278 A.D.2d 218, 717 N.Y.S.2d
274 (2d Dep’t 2000), rev’g 183 Misc. 2d 781, 704 N.Y.S.2d
796 (Sup. Ct., Nassau Co.).
Floyd, supra note 27 at 45.
See G. Heileman Brewing Co. v. Joseph Oat Corp., 871 F.2d
648, 653 (7th Cir. 1989) (“We do not view ‘authority to
settle’ as a requirement that corporate representatives
must come to court willing to settle on someone else’s
terms, but only that they come to court in order to consider the possibility of settlement”).
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2003 Update on Issues Affecting
Accidents Involving Uninsured
And/Or Underinsured Motorists
BY JONATHAN A. DACHS

T

his eleventh consecutive annual review1 of uninsured motorist (UM), underinsured motorist
(UIM), and supplementary uninsured motorist
(SUM) decisions by New York courts during the past
calendar year provides a digest of another busy year in
this ever-changing, highly complex area of the law.

GENERAL ISSUES
Insured Persons
“Named Insured” The term “named insured” applies only to persons or entities listed on the declarations page of the policy. Where a policy is taken out on
a corporate or government-owned vehicle, and the policyholder is a legal entity, rather than an individual, a
question may arise about who is the “named insured.”
In Travelers Indemnity Co. of America v. Venito,2 the
court held that the respondent, an officer of the named
insured corporation, could not make claim for SUM
benefits under a policy issued to the corporation because he was not listed as a “named insured” and did
not meet the definition of that term as defined in the
policy.3
In State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins. Co. v. Russell,4 the
claimant attempted to establish that he was a family
member residing with the “named insured” under the
policy issued by the petitioner and, therefore, entitled to
seek SUM benefits. The evidence submitted – an “Auto
Renewal” form the petitioner sent to the insured – did
not say the relative was an additional insured or even an
additional driver. Rather, the form said it was for informational purposes only and that the relative was a licensed driver listed in the policy. In the view of the
court, “this was insufficient to warrant a determination
that the petition should have been dismissed, and, in
fact, actually created a factual question as to [the relative’s] status” and, thus, as to the claimant’s status as
well, since his status was directly dependent upon the
relative’s status.
Resident The definition of an “insured” under the
SUM endorsement includes a relative of the named insured, and, while residents of the same household, the
38

spouse and relatives of either the named insured or
spouse.
In GEICO v. Paolicelli,5 the court noted that “the standard for determining residency for purposes of insurance coverage ‘requires something more than temporary or physical presence and requires at least some
degree of permanence and intention to remain.’” The
court also noted that usually, the issue of residency is a
question of fact to be determined at a hearing. In this
case, the defendant’s father testified that the defendant
left the father’s residence and moved in with his girlfriend. Although the defendant maintained that he was
living at both residences on a part-time basis at the time
of the accident, the court found such testimony to be
“equivocal with respect to the amount of time that he
lived at his father’s residence.” In addition, there was no
documentary evidence to support the claim that the defendant still resided with his father, or that he had intended to remain in his father’s household at the time of
the accident. The Appellate Division reversed the decision of the trial court and found that the defendant was
not a covered person under the terms of his father’s automobile insurance policy. Therefore, GEICO was not
obliged to defend or indemnify the defendant in the underlying lawsuit.
In Lindner v. Wilkerson,6 the 25-year-old defendant
was living with his then-girlfriend at the time of his au-
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tomobile accident. He returned to his girlfriend’s house
after the accident. When he was not living with his girlfriend, he lived in hotels upstate, where he was put up
by his employer depending upon where his job happened to be located. He testified at his deposition that
he had moved out of the house where he grew up,
which was owned by his grandmother, when he was in
high school, because he did not want to abide by his
grandmother’s rules. His mother, aunt and grandmother testified that he was in that house only occasionally in 1999 (the year of the accident) and that he
had removed most of his possessions from that house,
leaving behind just a television and some clothing. The
defendant testified that he did not have a permanent address but used his grandmother’s address on the accident report, police report and hospital report, and received mail at that address. The court held that the
defendant was not a resident of his grandmother’s
house and, therefore, was not a covered person under a
policy issued to his aunt, who resided with the defendant’s grandmother in that house.
“Use or Operation”/Accidents The UM/SUM endorsements provide benefits to “insured persons” who
sustain injury caused by “accidents” “arising out of the
ownership, maintenance or use” of an uninsured motor
vehicle.
In National Grange Mutual Ins. Co. v. Vitebskaya,7 the
court held that when “loss is the result of an intentional
act, there is no coverage,” and that “an intentional act
may void coverage even if not committed by the
claimant.” Thus, even though the claimant may be an
innocent victim of an intentional or fraudulent collision,
the SUM insurer will not be obliged to provide benefits
if the collision was the result of an intentional act, rather
than an accident.
In GEICO v. Shaulskaya,8 the respondent’s claim for
SUM benefits under a policy issued to the owner of the
vehicle in which he was a passenger was denied because it was established that the collision was “a deliberate occurrence perpetrated in furtherance of an insurance fraud scheme.” The court held that the disclaimers
by both the insurer of the host vehicle and the insurer of
the other vehicle involved in the collision were valid
“regardless of whether the intentional collision was motivated by fraud or malice.”9
In Farm Family Casualty Ins. Co. v. Trapani,10 a driver
lost control of her car and struck a utility pole. The impact moved the pole, causing its power lines to short out
and rain sparks and hot pieces of wire onto the claimant,
a 75-year-old woman who was standing in her garden
along the roadway. In attempting to run away from this
hazard, the claimant fell and injured herself. After settling with the driver’s insurer for its policy limits, the
claimant sought additional benefits under her SUM polJournal | May 2004

icy. The insurer denied the claim on the basis that the
claimant’s injuries did not arise out of the use, maintenance or operation of a motor vehicle. The court disagreed, however, holding that “the determinative issue
here is whether [the driver’s] car was a proximate cause
of [the claimant’s] injuries.” Here, in the court’s view,
the impact of the car with the utility pole
was not a cause so remote in either time or space from
[the claimant’s] injuries “as to preclude recovery as a
matter of law,” and neither the shorting powerlines nor
[the claimant’s] flight were so extraordinary or unforeseeable that they should “be viewed as superceding
acts which, as a matter of law, break the causal link.”11

Thus, the court found the proximate causal nexus to
allow the claim to proceed.
In Empire Ins. Co. v. Schliessman,12 the court held that
injuries sustained by the insured’s tenant while he was
trying to help his 4-year-old son off of the insured’s
truck did not arise from “use or operation” of the truck,
absent allegations that the truck itself was used negligently, or that the condition of the truck contributed in
any way to the accident. Rather, the truck was merely
the location of, and incidental to, the accident. “‘[N]ot
every injury occurring in or near a motor vehicle is covered by the phrase “use or operation.” The accident
must be connected with the use of an automobile qua
automobile.’”13

Duty to Provide Timely Notice of Claim
UM, UIM and SUM endorsements require the
claimant, as a condition precedent to the right to apply
for benefits, to give timely notice to the insurer of an intention to make a claim. Although the mandatory UM
endorsement requires such notice to be given “within
ninety days or as soon as practicable,” Regulation 35-D’s
SUM endorsement requires simply that notice be given
“as soon as practicable.” A failure to satisfy the notice requirement vitiates the policy and the insurer need not
demonstrate any prejudice before it can assert the defense of noncompliance with the notice provisions.14
The interpretation of the phrase “as soon as practicable” was a hot topic once again in 2003.
In Merchants Mutual Ins. Co. v. Falisi,15 the Court of
Appeals held that notice should be liberally construed
in the claimant’s favor.16 Thus, in Falisi, the Court held
that the requirement that claimants provide their insurer with timely notice of an uninsured motorist claim
was met by the submission of a form given to the insurer 11 days after the accident, which detailed the
claim. That form listed a numerical code indicating that
the offending vehicle was insured under the Assigned
Risk Plan. That form, however, also indicated “NONE” in
response to the inquiry regarding the insurance company of the other motorist.
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In C.C.R. Realty of Dutchess, Inc. v. New York Central
Mutual Fire Ins. Co.,17 the Second Department stated that
the duty to give notice arises “‘when, from the information available relative to the incident, an insured could
glean a reasonable possibility of the policy’s involvement.’” The court added that “knowledge of an occurrence obtained by an agent charged with the duty to report such matters is imputed to the principal.”
In Banks v. American Manufacturers Mutual Ins. Co.,18
the claimant/insured was informed of the tortfeasor’s
bodily injury liability limits 25 months after the accident, and 16 months after the personal injury action
against the tortfeasor was commenced. Claimant/insured first notified the SUM carrier of his claim seven
days later. The court held that
it cannot be said that this delay establishes as a matter of law that plaintiff failed to give notice “[a]s soon
as practicable.” In the underinsurance context, the
phrase “as soon as practicable” is construed to require the insured to “give notice with reasonable
promptness after the insured knew or should reasonably have known that the tortfeasor was underinsured” (Matter of Metropolitan Prop. & Cas. Ins. Co. v.
Mancuso, 93 N.Y.2d 487, 495). Moreover, “underinsurance analyses are intensely fact specific and therefore particularly well suited for determinations of
timeliness of notice on a case-by-case basis” (Id. at
404-405).19

Thus, the court held that “fact-finding proceedings are
required to determine whether the delay in plaintiff’s
ascertaining the limits of the tortfeasor’s coverage was
due to any lack of diligence on his part.”
It is also interesting to note that in Banks, the court
specifically rejected the contention that the provision in
the first-party PIP section of the policy requiring that
notice be given no more than 90 days after the accident
could be relied upon to defeat the SUM claim, because
“such provision is not part of the SUM endorsement,
and therefore does not apply to SUM coverage.”
In Hermitage Ins. Co. v. Alomar,20 the claimant was injured in August 2000 while a passenger on a motorcycle
operated by the petitioner’s insured. The insurer did not
learn of the personal injury action commenced by the
claimant against the motorcycle driver until January
2001, when it received a copy of a motion for default
made by the claimant. The insurer immediately sent a
letter to the motorcycle driver stating that it was providing “no coverage” for the accident “because of multiple breaches of the policy provisions pertaining to
timely notice.” This disclaimer caused the claimant to
seek UM benefits from the MVAIC, but in June 2001 the
MVAIC rejected the claim on the ground that the motorcycle driver’s policy provided SUM coverage that
was triggered by the insurer’s disclaimer of coverage for
40

lack of cooperation. It was only then that the claimant,
who was not the owner of the policy and, therefore, had
no opportunity to discover its contents because of the
motorcycle driver’s default in the personal injury action, could have reasonably known of the existence of
SUM coverage in that policy. Thus, the court held that
the claimant’s service of a Demand for Arbitration on
the insurer in June 2001, immediately after the MVAIC’s
denial of UM benefits, was timely and proper, as it was
undertaken “as soon as practicable.”
In Murphy v. New York Central Mutual Fire Ins. Co.,21
the plaintiff did not seek medical attention on the date
of the accident. A few days later, she began to suffer a
tingling in her arm and a facial droop. She eventually
sought medical attention, and five months after the accident an MRI revealed bone spurs with herniated cervical discs. She claimed that her medical providers did
not tell her that her problems were related to the accident. She did not miss any time from work until 14
months after the accident. Her first contact with an attorney was 12 months after the accident, and that contact was motivated by concerns about no-fault payments. Her condition deteriorated significantly 14
months after the accident, to the point that her doctor
characterized her as “totally disabled.” She commenced
a lawsuit against the offending driver a few weeks later,
and notified the SUM carrier of her claim three days
thereafter. The court found a factual issue regarding
whether the plaintiff was reasonably aware, prior to 14
months after the accident, that she sustained a “serious
injury” causally related to the accident.
In State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins. Co. v. Gallo,22 the
claimant/insured first learned of the limits of the tortfeasor’s policy 11 months after the accident. He informed the SUM insurer of his intent to seek SUM benefits within 15 days thereafter. Under the circumstances,
the court held that an issue of fact existed regarding the
timeliness of the notice, and the claimant/insured’s
“due diligence” in ascertaining the extent of his injuries
and the liability limits of the tortfeasor’s policy. The
court remanded the case to the Supreme Court for a
hearing on those issues.
By contrast, in State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins. Co. v.
King,23 the court held that where there was no proof of
compliance with the policy provision requiring a sworn
notice of claim, or any excuse for such non-compliance,
there was no coverage and no basis for any framed issue
hearing.
In Medina v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins. Co.,24
the court held that the plaintiff established that a 27month delay in notifying the defendant of her SUM
claim was reasonable and that she acted with due diligence in ascertaining the medical facts underlying her
SUM claim. Evidence established that she was initially
Journal | May 2004

diagnosed with a neck sprain and thereafter underwent
In Tri-State Consumer Ins. Co. v. Yaskin,31 the court retwo arthroscopic surgeries on her shoulder; that she was
stated the general rule that “[a]n insured’s reasonable,
diagnosed with a herniated disc seven months after the
good faith belief in nonliability may excuse a delay in
accident, but even then, her doctors expected that, with
notifying the insurer of an accident.”32
physical therapy, she would make a full recovery. It was
Notice of Legal Action
not until 12 months later that her chiropractor told her
In addition to the basic notice requirement, the UM
that her condition had become chronic and that full reand SUM endorsements also require, as a condition
covery was unlikely. She gave notice shortly thereafter.
25
precedent to coverage, that the insured or his or her
In New York Central Mutual Fire Ins. Co. v. Szymaszek,
legal representative “immediately” forward to the inthe court held that a delay of more than three years in
surer a copy of the summons and complaint and/or
giving notice of a SUM
other legal papers served in
claim was unreasonable
connection with the underas a matter of law. The
“While
a
party
is
entitled
to
a
lying lawsuit against the
claimant not only failed to
tortfeasor.
demonstrate a reasonable
rebuttable presumption of receipt
In 2002, in Brandon v. Naexcuse for the delay in givbased
upon
proof
of
regular
tionwide
Mutual Ins. Co.,33
ing notice, but also failed to
the Court of Appeals held,
establish due diligence in
mailing, the respondent failed to
for the first time, that the inascertaining the insurance
submit sufficient evidence attesting surer must prove that it has
coverage of the offending
been prejudiced by the
vehicle.
to
the
mailing
of
the
letter
.
.
.”
breach of the Notice of
In State Farm Mutual AuLegal Action condition.
tomobile Ins. Co. v. Cybul26
This new rule is in conski, the court held that the claimant failed to meet his
tradistinction
to
the
“no
prejudice”
rule applicable to
burden of establishing a reasonable excuse for the more
34
other types of required notice.
than two-year delay in giving notice of his SUM claim
In Mark A. Varrichio & Assocs. v. Chicago Ins. Co.,35 the
where “[t]he extent of [claimant’s] injury did not change
Second Circuit Court of Appeals examined the scope
from the time of the accident until the time when
and effect of Brandon – specifically, whether its applica[claimant] provided Petitioner with notice of the SUM
tion was limited to notice of suit provisions in SUM
claim.” The court also held that the claimant did not
policies, or whether it applied to all notice of suit providemonstrate that he acted with “due diligence” in atsions and “marks the death of New York’s traditional
tempting to ascertain the insurance coverage of the tortno-prejudice rule for notice of suit provisions where
feasor, where the record established that he retained an
there has been a timely notice of claim.” The Second Cirattorney one month after the accident, but did not reflect
cuit stated that if it were to decide the issue, it would
the efforts of that attorney, if any, to obtain the necessary
likely conclude “that the general principles that the
information.27
New York Court of Appeals adopted in Brandon suggest
In Phoenix Ins. Co. v. Tasch,28 the SUM insurer denied
that the court would not apply the no-prejudice rule” in
receipt of the claimant/insured’s notice of intent to file
the situation where, in a non-SUM contest, the insured
an underinsured motorist claim. In holding that the
complied with the notice of claim provision, but not the
claimant/insured “failed to establish that he provided
notice of legal action provision. However, because the
timely written notice of the underinsured motorist
court could not be sure whether a shift to a general prejclaim,” the court stated: “While a party is entitled to a
udice requirement is under way in New York, it certified
rebuttable presumption of receipt based upon proof of
the following question to the New York Court of Apregular mailing, the respondent failed to submit suffipeals:
cient evidence attesting to the mailing of the letter . . . ,
or to the existence of an office practice geared to ensure
Where an insured has already complied with a policy’s
notice of claim requirement, does New York require the
the proper addressing or mailing of this letter.”29 In
insurer to demonstrate prejudice in order to disclaim
Varella v. American Transit Ins. Co.,30 however, the plaincoverage based on the insured’s failure to comply with
tiff submitted an affidavit of service by mail, and the dethe policy’s notice of claim requirement?
fendant’s claims manager did not deny receiving the papers. The court held that the plaintiff’s affidavit of
This certified question was accepted by the Court of Apservice raised a presumption that a proper mailing ocpeals in 2002,36 but was subsequently withdrawn37 becurred, and the defendant’s papers failed to raise an
cause the case was settled by the parties. Thus, this imissue of fact regarding service.
portant certified question was never answered.
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mail or certified mail, whether or not such service is auDiscovery The UM and SUM endorsements also conthorized by a court order. . . . Once added to the protain provisions requiring, upon request, a statement
ceeding by the court as an additional respondent,
under oath, examination under oath, physical examinaproper service could only [be] effectuated . . . by courttions, authorizations and medical reports and records.
ordered service of a supplemental notice of petition,
The provision of each type of discovery, if requested, is
and a supplemental petition, pursuant to CPLR 1003.45
a condition precedent to recovery.
CPLR 7503(c) provides that a Demand for Arbitration
In GEICO v. Rosenfarb,38 the Second Department held
or a Notice of Intention to Arbitrate “shall be served in
that the lower court had improvidently exercised its disthe same manner as a Summons or by registered or cercretion in granting a temporary stay of arbitration for
tified mail, return receipt rethe purpose of allowing disquested.” In Blue Ridge Ins.
covery where the record indiCo. v. Russo,46 the claimant
cated that “the insurance carOnce a prima facie case
served his Demand for Arbirier had ample time to seek
tration by regular mail,
discovery” but “unjustifiably
of coverage is established,
rather than by registered or
failed to do so in that time.”
the
burden
shifts
to
the
certified mail. The petiThe same result was obtained
contention
in New York Central Mutual
opposing party to come forward tioner/insurer’s
39
that
the
manner
of service
Fire Ins. Co. v Gershovich.
rendered
the
demand
a nulwith evidence to the contrary.
On the other hand, in
lity
was
rejected
by
the
court,
GEICO v. Annamanthadoo,40
which
held,
citing
a
1983
dethe Second Department held
cision by the Court of Appeals, that the service did not
that the lower court “should have granted the petirender the demand a nullity and that the matter could
tioner’s request for the disclosure required by the terms
proceed notwithstanding the defect in service.47
of [the] policy.”
Burden of Proof An insurer seeking to stay arbitraPetitions to Stay Arbitration
tion of an uninsured motorist claim has the burden of
Arbitration vs. Litigation In Mahmood v. Fidelity &
establishing that the offending vehicle was insured at
Guaranty Ins. Co.,41 the Second Department, following
the time of the accident. Once a prima facie case of covup on the Fourth Department’s decision last year in Cacerage is established, the burden shifts to the opposing
ciatore v. New York Central Mutual Fire Ins. Co.,42 held that
party to come forward with evidence to the contrary. So
under the terms of the SUM endorsement, if the limits of
held the Second Department in Lumbermens Mutual CaUM coverage are $25,000/$50,000, then any disagreesualty Co. v. Quintero48 and CGU Ins. Co. v. Greatheart.49
ment with respect to the value of the claim “shall” be
In Eagle Ins. Co. v. Kapelevich,50 the court held that the
settled by arbitration. Thus, in such cases, arbitration of
petitioner/insurer could establish a prima facie case of
the dispute is mandatory.
coverage for the offending vehicle by submitting a porFiling and Service CPLR 7503(c) provides, in pertition of a New York State Department of Motor Vehicles
nent part, that “[a]n application to stay arbitration must
Registration Expansion Record showing that such covbe made by the party served within twenty days after
erage existed for the pertinent time period.51
service upon him of the notice [of intention to arbitrate]
In Allstate Ins. Co. v. Anderson,52 the court held that
or demand [for arbitration], or he shall be so preAllstate made a prima facie showing that the offending
cluded.” It is, of course, well-established that the failure
vehicle was insured on the date of the accident through
to make a timely application to stay arbitration will rethe submission of the police report and DMV registrasult in the denial of the application as untimely and contion records indicating such coverage. In response, the
stitutes a bar to judicial intrusion into the arbitration
claimant/respondent submitted a copy of a disclaimer
proceeding.
letter from the purported insurer. The court held that
In Eagle Ins. Co. v. Pierre-Louis,43 the court noted that
the disclaimer letter “merely raised issues of fact as to
“[t]he 20-day period in which to apply for a stay of arwhether [the insured] timely and validly disclaimed
bitration pursuant to CPLR 7503(c) is measured from
coverage of the offending vehicle [citations omitted].”
the date of receipt of the demand for arbitration.”
Thus, it held that the insurer “must be joined as party reIn American Transit Ins. Co. v. Carillo,44 the court
spondent to the proceeding” and, thus, remitted the
found:
matter to the Supreme Court for an evidentiary hearing
to resolve the issues.
Jurisdiction over a nonparty to a proceeding to stay arIn American Alliance Ins. Co. v. Eagle Ins. Co.,53 an offibitration cannot be obtained by the service upon it of
the notice of petition and petition by either ordinary
cer of the agent and underwriter for Eagle Insurance
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Company testified in detail about the cancellation procedures it followed in terminating a policy for non-payment. This witness established that he had the requisite
knowledge to testify with authority regarding those
procedures. This testimony was held to be sufficient to
prove a proper cancellation in accordance with Ins. Law
§ 3426(c)(1).
In Eagle Ins. Co. v. Villegas,54 the respondent insurer
opposed the Petition to Stay Arbitration by asserting
that it had disclaimed coverage due to lack of cooperation by its insured. The court held that this disclaimer
raised triable issues as to the propriety and effectiveness
of the disclaimer, and that, therefore, the petition should
not have been granted without first joining the Respondent insurer, the owner and operator of the vehicle and
the insurer for the operator as necessary parties, without
affording each of those parties the opportunity to submit evidence, and without conducting an evidentiary
hearing in order to determine the factual basis and validity of the disclaimer.55

Arbitration Awards
Issues for the Arbitrator In GEICO v. Sherman,56 the
court noted that in a SUM arbitration, the arbitrator may
properly determine the issues of liability and damages.
In AIU Ins. Co. v. Cabreja,57 the court held that where
the driver or owner of the vehicle identified by the
claimant denies any involvement in the accident, “there
is an obvious conflict as to whether the offending vehicle was properly identified,” which poses an issue for
judicial (not arbitral) resolution – i.e., a framed issue
hearing.
In National Grange Mutual Ins. Co. v. Vitebskaya,58 the
court stated, “If there is at least one arbitrable issue, arbitration should proceed.”
Scope of Review In State Farm Mutual Automobile
Ins. Co. v. Arabov,59 the court noted, “‘It is well settled
that where a party who has participated in arbitration
seeks to vacate the award, vacatur may only be granted
upon the grounds that the rights of that party were prejudiced by corruption, fraud or misconduct in procuring
the award, partiality of an arbitrator, that the arbitrator
exceeded his power or failed to make a final and definite award, or a procedural failure that was not
waived.’”60
In Seligman v. Allstate Ins. Co.,61 the court granted the
claimant/insured’s motion to vacate an arbitration
award against him on the basis of the arbitrator’s failure
to disclose a 20-year employment history with the respondent insurer, even though there was a 25-year gap
between the arbitrator’s employment with the insurer
and the date of the arbitration. As noted by the court,
In order to protect the integrity of the arbitral process
the arbitrator and the American Arbitration Association
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[AAA] had a duty to disclose any facts within their
knowledge which might in any way support an inference of bias. An arbitrator’s failure to disclose any information that may reasonably support an inference of
bias may be grounds to vacate the arbitration award so
long as the relationship was not a trivial one.62

Moreover, “[a]n existing or past attorney-client relationship requires disclosure in order to afford the parties the
opportunity to make an independent judgment as to
whether the past relationship should serve as a basis to
challenge the arbitrator. In this court’s view a twenty
year relationship is not so trivial as to preclude disclosure even with the twenty-five year gap.”63
In GEICO v. Sherman, the court held that the arbitrator did not exceed his authority or commit misconduct
in allowing the insurer to call two witnesses despite its
failure to comply with the notice requirements of the
AAA rules (the “15-day” rule). The court noted, “Although it may have been better if the arbitrator had not
allowed [the witnesses] to testify at the hearing . . . , the
[respondents] failed to prove by clear and convincing
evidence that doing so constituted misconduct within
the meaning of CPLR 7511(b)(1)(i).”64 Rather, any error
in allowing the witnesses to testify was deemed by the
court to be “harmless” because it was obvious that the
arbitrator’s decision was not based upon the testimony
of those witnesses, but, rather, upon the Respondent’s
testimony. On the other hand, in Marcano v. Allstate Ins.
Co.,65 the court held that where the Claimant neglected
to comply with court-ordered discovery by failing to appear for a physical examination and/or to provide the
insurer with documents and authorizations, and also
failed to comply with the AAA’s 15-day rule for the submission of evidence, the arbitrator’s award dismissing
the claim was “supported by the evidence, not arbitrary
and capricious and not in excess of the arbitrator’s powers.”
In New York Central Mutual Fire Ins. Co. v. Pinckney,66
the arbitrator awarded the respondent $40,000 in an underinsured motorist arbitration. Thereafter, in response
to a subsequent letter from the respondent’s attorney,
the arbitrator amended the initial award by increasing
the award to $65,000. The court rejected that amendment and increase, noting that there was no support for
the respondent’s contention that there had been a miscalculation of figures in the initial award. The court further noted that there was “no other valid basis for
amending the award,” and that the petitioner had not
been afforded its due process right to be heard in opposition to the respondent’s request for modification.
Res Judicata/Collateral Estoppel In Searchwell v.
L.G.A. Transportation, Inc.,67 the court rejected the
claimant’s contention that because the arbitrator
awarded less than the full available amount (there,
43

$10,000), the award must be presumed to constitute her
total recovery for non-economic loss, and she should be
barred from seeking any additional recovery from jointtortfeasors for the same injuries. Although case law has
established that where an arbitrator awards less than
the policy amount, “such award must be considered,
prima facie, to be the total damages due for noneconomic
loss” unless the arbitrator indicates that it is limited to
the damages caused by the uninsured vehicle.68 The
court noted that “the language of the arbitration award
in this case reflected an intention to limit damages to the
uninsured vehicle’s apportioned share of liability.”
Thus, there was no bar to the pursuit of additional damages by the claimant. The court also noted that “since
the language of the award does not indicate that it was
intended to represent the total compensation to which
the plaintiff is entitled for her injuries, it cannot be accorded preclusive effect under the doctrines of res judicata and collateral estoppel.”
Interest on Arbitration Award In Church Mutual Ins.
Co. v. Kleingardner,69 the court noted, “Upon confirmation of an arbitration award, interest should be provided
from the date of the award.” The court added that “a
party may move to confirm an arbitration award despite
the fact that payment has been tendered by the respondent [citations omitted]. However, interest in such an
action is limited to the period of time from the arbitrator’s award to the tender of payment.”
Statute of Limitations In Allstate Ins. Co. v. Venezia,70
the court reminded that the statute of limitations applicable to UM/SUM claims is the six-year contract statute
of limitations.

UNINSURED MOTORIST ISSUES
Insurer’s Duty to Provide Prompt
Written Notice of Denial or Disclaimer
(Ins. L. § 3420(d))
Insurance Law § 3420(d) requires liability insurers to
“give written notice as soon as is reasonably possible of
. . . disclaimer of liability or denial of coverage to the insured and the injured person or any other claimant.”
The statute applies when an accident occurs in the State
of New York.
Where notice is provided directly by the injured
party, the disclaimer must address with specificity the
grounds for disclaiming coverage applicable to both the
injured party and the insured. However, where the insured is the first to notify the insurer, even if that notice
is untimely, any subsequent information provided by
the injured party is superfluous for notice purposes and
need not be addressed in the notice of disclaimer issued
by the insurer.71
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In GEICO v. Moreno,72 the court noted, “While [the insurer] may have properly disclaimed coverage as to the
owner of [the] vehicle, the scope of the policy’s coverage
extended to permissive users of the vehicle. Since the
[insurer] never properly disclaimed coverage as to the
driver of the offending vehicle, coverage for the vehicle
existed. . . .”
In A.J. McNulty & Co., Inc. v. Lloyds of London,73 the
court noted that “the timeliness of an insurer’s disclaimer is measured from the point in time when the insurer first learns of the grounds for disclaimer of liability or denial of coverage.” This is so even where the
insured has, in the first instance, failed to give timely
notice of the claim or the underlying accident.74
In Uptown Whole Foods, Inc. v. Liberty Mutual Fire Ins.
Co.,75 the court held that a 57-day delay in disclaiming
was unreasonable as a matter of law where “the basis alleged for the disclaimer [late notice] was obvious on the
face of the summons and complaint, affidavit of service,
and the order granting the motion for leave to enter
judgment on default . . . .” Further, the court rejected the
insurer’s attempt to justify its delay on the ground that
it had to investigate the claim, because it found that the
investigation was “unrelated to the disclaimer based on
late notice.”
In Varella v. American Transit Ins. Co.,76 the court held
that a delay of more than three months in disclaiming
on the ground of late notice was unreasonable as a matter of law.77
In Lehrer McGovern Bovis, Inc. v. Investors Underwriting Managers, Inc.,78 the court held that the insurer’s failure to disclaim liability insurance coverage for two
months after the occurrence where the plaintiff failed to
directly notify the insurer of the occurrence, as required
by the policy, and the plaintiff was aware that the insurer had already timely declined the claim by the
named insured, was not unreasonable. In Travelers Ins.
Co. v. Volmar Construction Co., Inc.,79 the court held that
a 14-day delay after the insurer became aware of the
pertinent facts was not unreasonable.
In Peters v. State Farm Fire & Casualty Co.,80 the Court
of Appeals held that where the insurer first learned of a
claim that evoked its exclusion from coverage for bodily
injury which is “either expected or intended by an insured” or “which is the result of willful and malicious
acts of an insured,” in January 1992, issued a reservation
of rights letter in February 1992, and concluded its investigation and disclaimed coverage on April 9, 1992,
that disclaimer was timely.
In New York University v. Jetco Contracting Corp.,81 the
Second Circuit Court of Appeals stated:
Under New York Law, it is clear that insurers are afforded the opportunity to investigate an insured’s
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claim in order to determine whether coverage is appropriate. New York courts accordingly have found that an
insurer’s general need to conduct such investigations in
a thorough manner constitutes a sufficient reason for
delayed notification.
Courts have also concluded that notification delays are
reasonable when an external factor beyond the insurer’s control unexpectedly interferes with the insurers’ ability to investigate the claim in a timely fashion.82
***
By contrast, courts have deemed insurers’ explanations
for delayed notification insufficient where the basis for
denying coverage was or should have been readily apparent to the insurer even before the onset of the
delay.83
***
[T]he New York Court of Appeals has held that unexcused delays of 60 days or more are unreasonable as a
matter of law. There remains some ambiguity, however,
as to whether the unreasonableness of a delay as a matter of law is gauged from the length of the delay, or by
the lack of explanation by the insurer, or by both.
New York courts seem to be in general agreement that
a delay in notification by an insurer is unreasonable as
a matter of law when the delay is both two months or
longer and unexplained.
Yet, some courts have interpreted Hartford as indicating
that even a delay of less than two months, if unexplained or unpersuasively explained, can be unreasonable as a matter of law.84

Noting the significance of these issues and their
likely recurrence, the Second Circuit certified the following two questions to the New York Court of Appeals:
1. Under N.Y. Ins. Law § 3420(d), may an insurer who
has discovered grounds for denying coverage wait to
notify the insured of denial of coverage until after the
insurer has conducted an investigation into alternate,
third-party sources of insurance benefitting the insured, although the existence or non-existence of alternate insurance sources is not a factor in the insurer’s decision to deny coverage?
2. If an investigation into alternate sources of insurance
is not a proper basis for delayed notification under N.Y.
Ins. Law § 3420(d), is an unexcused delay in notification
of 48 days unreasonable as a matter of law under
§ 3420(d)?85

The Court of Appeals accepted those certified questions.86
On November 20, 2003, the Court of Appeals held in
First Financial Ins. Co. v. Jetco Contracting Corp.,87 that an
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unexcused or unexplained delay of 48 days in giving
written notice of disclaimer is unreasonable as a matter
of law. As explained by the Court of Appeals, “timeliness of an insurer’s disclaimer is measured from the
point in time when the insurer first learns of the
grounds for disclaimer of liability or denial of coverage,” and “an insurer’s explanation is insufficient as a
matter of law where the basis for denying coverage was
or should have been readily apparent before the onset of
the delay.” Moreover, “[a]n insurer who delays in giving
written notice of disclaimer bears the burden of justifying the delay. While Insurance Law § 3420(d) speaks
only of giving notice ‘as soon as reasonably possible,’
investigation into issues affecting an insurer’s decision
whether to disclaim coverage obviously may excuse
delay in notifying the policyholder of a disclaimer.”
However, “[w]e cannot accept . . . that delay simply to
explore other sources of insurance for the policyholder –
an excuse unrelated to the insurer’s own decision to disclaim – is permissible.”
The New York courts have repeatedly held that for
the purpose of determining whether a liability insurer
has a duty to promptly disclaim in accordance with Ins.
Law § 3420(d), a distinction must be made between
(1) policies that contain no provisions extending coverage to the subject loss, and (2) policies that do contain
provisions extending coverage to the subject loss, and
which would thus cover the loss but for the existence,
elsewhere in the policy, of an exclusionary clause. It is
only in the former case that compliance with Ins. Law
§ 3420(d) may be dispensed with. In Lumbermens Mutual
Casualty Co. v. Quintero,88 the court noted: “An insurer
has no obligation to timely disclaim in those situations
in which coverage does not exist. Therefore, the appellants’ insurer was not required to timely disclaim, as the
uninsured motorist coverage of the policy would not attach unless and until it was established that the offending vehicle was uninsured on the date of the accident.”89
In State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins. Co. v. Cooper,90
the court noted that a notice of disclaimer “must properly apprise the injured party or [any other] claimant,
with a high degree of specificity, of the ground or
grounds on which the disclaimer is predicated.” An insurer which has denied liability on a specific ground
may not thereafter shift the basis for its disclaimer to another ground known to it at the time of its original repudiation.91 Thus, in Cooper, the court held that a disclaimer sent to the insured based upon the insured’s late
notice was invalid as to the injured party because it did
not refer to the injured party’s late notice.92
In A.J. McNulty & Co., Inc. v. Lloyds of London,93 the
court held that the service of an answer to a declaratory
judgment complaint 20 days after service of the complaint constituted valid and timely notice of disclaimer.
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A notice of disclaimer may be sent to the insured’s attorney.94

Cancellation of Coverage
One category of an “uninsured” motor vehicle is
where the policy of insurance for the vehicle had been
canceled before the accident. Generally speaking, in
order to effectively cancel an owner’s policy of liability
insurance, an insurer must strictly comply with the detailed and complex statutes, rules and regulations governing notices of cancellation and termination of insurance, which differ depending upon whether, for
example, the vehicle at issue is a livery or private passenger vehicle, whether the policy was written under
the Assigned Risk Plan, and/or was paid for under premium financing contract.
In Crump v. Unigard Ins. Co.,95 the court held that a
cancellation in accordance with Banking Law § 576 occurred when the notice of cancellation sent by a premium finance agency was actually received by the insurer, and not on the date stated in the notice of
cancellation. The court specifically concluded that Banking Law § 576, as amended in 1978, did not abrogate the
common-law rule requiring that an insurer actually receive the notice before the cancellation becomes effective.96
In General Electric Capital Corp. v. Volchyok,97 the insurer attempted to cancel its policy for non-payment of
premiums by mailing a notice of cancellation to its insured, the lessee of the vehicle, but not to the lessor. The
cancellation notice specifically provided that it was required to be mailed at least 15 days before the effective
date of the cancellation to the named insured shown on
the declarations page. Since the lessor/owner was
named as an additional insured and as a loss payee, the
court held that it, too, was entitled to receive notice of
cancellation. Thus, the lessor/owner was entitled to
summary judgment on its cause of action against the insurer to recover damages for breach of the insurance
policy.
In AIU Ins. Co. v. Mensah,98 the court noted that pursuant to Vehicle & Traffic Law § 313(2)(a), in order to effectively cancel an auto insurance policy as against an
innocent third party, the insurer must file the notice of
cancellation with the Department of Motor Vehicles.
The court further noted that “an ineffective notice of
cancellation will cause the policy to continue in force
after its stated expiration date.”99
In McGuiness v. Shamrock Auto Center,100 the court
held that the insurer properly canceled its liability policy due to the insured’s failure to make payment within
15 days of receipt of notice of cancellation, where the insured attempted to make payment to its own broker,
who was not an agent of the insurer, one day late.
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Hit-and-Run
One of the requirements for a valid uninsured motorist claim based upon a hit-and-run is “physical contact” between an unidentified vehicle and the person or
motor vehicle of the claimant.
In Great Northern Ins. Co. v. Ballinger,101 the court
stated:
Physical contact is a condition precedent to an arbitration based upon a hit-and-run accident involving an
unidentified vehicle. While direct contact between the
insured and the unidentified vehicle is not required, the
physical contact, as contemplated by Insurance Law §
5217, must involve the continued transmission of force
indirectly or simultaneously through an intermediate
agency, and the initial impact must be that of a collision
between the unidentified vehicle with the complainant,
the vehicle occupied by him, an obstruction, or other
object causing the bodily injury. Arbitration is not foreclosed when the accident originates with the unidentified vehicle.102

Where, as here, the police report fails to indicate that
there was any contact with the unidentified vehicle, but
the claimant/insured raises an issue of fact in that regard by supplying an affidavit attesting to such contact,
a hearing should be held to determine the issue.
In Eveready Ins. Co. v. Scott,103 the court stated: “The
failure of the police accident report to mention contact
with another vehicle raises a factual issue as to whether
there actually was physical contact between [the
claimant’s vehicle] and a ‘hit and run’ vehicle.” Thus, in
such cases, a hearing is required to resolve that issue.
In State-Wide Ins. Co. v. Chardon,104 the police were
called to the scene of a three-vehicle accident by the
claimant. After attending to some of the injures, the investigating police officer motioned to the operator of the
third vehicle to come over and produce his license and
registration. That operator subsequently fled the scene
without providing the pertinent information. Although
the claimant had spoken briefly to the operator of the
third vehicle, he did not obtain his identification, believing that the police would accomplish that task.
Under these circumstances, the court held that the
claimant acted reasonably in calling the police and once
they arrived they could not have anticipated that the
driver of the offending vehicle would ignore the explicit
directions of the police officer and leave the scene without the requisite exchange of information. Thus, the
court allowed the claimant to proceed with his uninsured motorist claim.
In Eagle Ins. Co. v. Brown,105 the court held that since
the petitioner made an unopposed showing that the respondent failed, among other things, to report the alleged hit-and-run accident to the police within 24 hours,
and failed to notify the insurer of the UM claim as soon
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as practicable, the Petition to Stay Arbitration should
have been granted.
In Eveready Ins. Co. v. Farrell,106 the court held that
where two notice provisions in a policy, pertaining to
the filing of a statement under oath with respect to a hitand-run claim – i.e., where one part of the policy requires a claimant to file a statement under oath within
90 days after an accident, and another part of the policy
requires a claimant to furnish sworn written proof of
claim after written request by the company – “the two
notice provisions of the policy are ambiguous, and must
be construed against the [insurer].”

Trigger of Coverage In GEICO v. Annamanthadoo,110
the court held that where the bodily injury limits of the
claimant’s policy exceed the bodily injury limits of the
tortfeasor’s policy, underinsurance coverage is triggered.
Reduction in Coverage In Graphic Arts Mutual Ins.
Co. v. Dunham,111 the court held that the reduction in
coverage language of the SUM policy limited SUM benefits to the difference between the SUM limits and the
motor vehicle bodily injury liability insurance or bond
payments received by the insured. In this case, application of that language resulted
Insurer Insolvency
in a complete offset and,
The SUM endorsement
thus, no SUM exposure exunder Regulation 35-D in“An ineffective notice of
isted.
cludes within the definition
Priority of Coverage In
cancellation will cause the policy GEICO
of an “uninsured” motor vev. Shlomy,112 the court
hicle a vehicle whose insurer
referred to and applied the
to continue in force after
“is or becomes insolvent.”
“Priority of Coverage” proviits stated expiration date.”
sion of the SUM endorseIn American Manufacturers
ment, which provides that
Mutual Ins. Co. v. Morgan,107
where an insured may be
the court held that, under
covered
for
uninsured
or
supplementary
uninsured moRegulation 35-D, any situation wherein the tortfeasor’s
torist coverage under more than one policy, the maxicarrier has become insolvent (in liquidation) – whether
mum amount recoverable may not exceed the highest
covered by the Security Fund or not; whether the Fund
limit of coverage for any one vehicle under any one polhas money or not – is an uninsured motorist situation
icy. In such cases, the following order of priority applies:
and the claimant is entitled to pursue UM benefits
(1) the policy covering the vehicle occupied by the
under his or her policy.
claimant, (2) the policy identifying the claimant as a
Pursuant to Morgan, in a Regulation 35-D case innamed insured, and (3) any other policy covering the
volving insurer insolvency, the claimant can proceed to
claimant.
SUM arbitration. If the SUM carrier wishes to pursue a
subrogation claim against the tortfeasor and the insol1. See Jonathan A. Dachs, 2002 Update on Issues Affecting Accidents Involving Uninsured and/or Underinsured Motorists,
vent insurer, it would then have to pursue a claim from
N.Y. St. B. J., Vol. 75, No. 5, at 32 (June 2003); A Review of
the Security Fund, with its attendant delays and risks of
Uninsured Motorist and Supplementary Uninsured Motorist
non-payment. As stated by the court, quoting the superCases Decided in 2001, N.Y. St. B.J., Vol. 74, No. 6, at 20
intendent of insurance,
(Jul./Aug. 2002); Actions by Courts and Legislature in 2000
The individual insured for supplementary uninsured
motorists coverage should not be required to wait for a
recovery from the Security Fund on behalf of the insolvent insurer. Because the SUM insurer has a subrogation right against the insolvent insurer, the Security
Fund would still remain liable, but the insured would
be provided a more prompt recovery from his or her
own insurer.108

Note: Several courts noted in 2003 that the Morgan
rule applies only in the context of Regulation 35-D SUM
endorsements, but that in non-Regulation 35-D SUM
cases, which are governed by the basic, mandatory UM
endorsement under Ins. Law § 3420(f)(1) the old rule,
which distinguishes between covered and non-covered
insolvencies, still applies.109
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2.
3.

Address Issues Affecting Uninsured and Underinsured
Drivers, N.Y. St. B.J. 26, (Sept. 2001); Summing Up 1999
“SUM” Decisions: Courts Provide New Guidance on Coverage
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LANGUAGE
TIPS
BY GERTRUDE BLOCK

Q

uestion: This afternoon I wrote
this sentence: “Neither Jon nor
I are able to . . . . ,” which
sounded terrible. So I changed it to
“Neither Jon nor I is able to . . . . ,”
which is grammatical, but sounds even
worse. So what am I to do with that
sentence to make it sound right and
also be grammatical? You may quote
my agony, but not my name.
Answer: The answer seemed easy. I
told the reader to change is able to to
can. The two words are synonymous,
but can avoids the need to use a form
of the verb be. However, within minutes, an e-mail came back with the entire context quoted:
Neither Jon [co-counsel] nor I . . . in
a position to advise you as to any
other steps that may be required to
preserve electronic evidence, but if
you wish we would be happy to research that further.

The context made my suggestion
unsatisfactory. So I suggested that they
change the connector from the disjunction (nor) to the conjunction (and), “Jon
and I are not in a position to advise
you . . . . “ Apparently this response
satisfied the reader, for I heard nothing
more from him.
The original question – whether to
use is or are – arises because of the
grammatical rule that a verb must
agree in number with its subject. The
disjunction nor creates a singular subject (I), requiring the singular verb (is).
But, as the reader noted, that sounds
strange, so the temptation is to make
the verb plural (are), because the
writer’s intent, though not his grammar, is plural.
The obvious conflict between semantics and grammar has caused
grammarians to establish an exception
50

to the grammatical rule called “attraction,” which makes it possible to ignore the grammatical rule when that
seems advisable. “Attraction” applies
when one member of a pair is plural
and the other member is singular:
• Neither the attorney nor her
clients were available.
• Neither the outcomes nor the
judge’s decision was fair.
The principle of attraction operates
in other constructions as well:
• Many a recent law school graduate owes large debts.
• All but one plaintiff is withdrawing his suit.
In both sentences the subject is
plural (many and all), but the noun
closest to the verb is singular, applying
attraction to the number of the verb
(owes and is).
Question: Which is correct: “The
couple have three children” or “The
couple has three children”?
Answer: This question also concerns the requirement that the verb be
the same in number as its subject. So
the issue is whether couple is a singular
or a plural noun, and that is really
about style, not grammar. If, in the
context, you are thinking of “a couple”
as two individuals, it would be a
plural noun. If you are thinking of “a
couple” as a unit, however, it would be
a singular noun.
That was my theory a few years
ago. I tested the theory on some colleagues. Of the 10 persons I asked,
using the above sentence as an example, all but one chose the plural (have).
That is, they thought of the members
as individuals. But when I changed the
sentence to read, “The couple has split
up after 10 years of marriage,” all the
responders chose has, indicating that
they thought of the couple as a unit or
an entity. (The 10-year-marriage probably created that idea.)
When you consider a “couple” to be
a unit, you are placing it into the category of collective nouns such as corporation, institution, team, and jury. Most
Americans treat collective nouns as
grammatical singulars, using the sin-

gular form it and a singular verb. Not
so the Britons. They would say, “The
corporation are holding their annual
meeting” or “The soccer team were
performing badly.” That choice is a
matter of style, not grammar. As
George Bernard Shaw is believed to
have said (with his usual hyperbole):
“England and America are two countries divided by a common language.”
A stylistic decision creates an anomaly in the treatment of the word number. When number is preceded by the
indefinite article (a), it is considered a
plural noun. Thus we say, “A number
of persons were present at the meeting.” But when number is preceded by
the definite article (the), it is considered
a singular noun. So we would say,
“The number of persons at the meeting
is not known.”

Potpourri:
Several persons have e-mailed their
objection to the new use of the noun
task as a verb, during the recent hearings of the “9/11 Commission.” I noticed that neologism, too, but apparently it was used more often than I
realized. People love to play with
words. And one characteristic of English is its versatility, the ability to
change nouns to verbs being an example. A few of the numerous English
nouns that are also verbs are: date,
dream, sleep, act, run, view, copy, and
change. And you may have heard the
new verb, “He’s just desking it up
there.” That verb, like the verb task,
will either take hold and the next generation of speakers will use it without
question, or it will not, and will disappear.
Emily Dickinson said it well:
A word is dead when it is said,
some say
I say it just begins to live that day.
(Unnamed poem, 1872)
GERTRUDE BLOCK is lecturer emerita at
the University of Florida College of
Law. She is the author of Effective
Legal Writing (Foundation Press) and
co-author of Judicial Opinion Writing
(American Bar Association).
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the texts, and access
notes later – from
any computer with
Internet access.

complement the
onscreen course texts.
You control the pace,
and you can “bookmark”
at any point.

Bookmarking
lets you stop your
course at any point,
then pick up right
where you left off –
days, even weeks
later – from anywhere.

MCLE Credit
can be obtained easily
once you’ve completed
the course – the form
is right on the web site!
Just mail it in for
your certificate.

NEW
MEMBERS
WELCOMED
FIRST DISTRICT
Michael Nicholas Abdo
Muna Abu-Shaar
Tomachukwu Nnadiuto
Acholonu
Angelina L. Adam
Robert Mitchell Adams
Jessica Danielle Aerni
Moriah R. Agovino
Sung Yong Ahn
Jennifer Alampi
Stanley Norman Alpert
Xavier Amadei
Michael James
Anastasiades
Maria Andriotis
Michael Scott Arnold
Yonaton Aronoff
Safurat Abisodun
Balogun
Michelle L. BalsamoManiscalco
Jamie Allen Barber
Neda Barzideh
Luke Samuel Bassis
Vincent Edward Bauer
Gail Susan Bayarin
Noah Daniel Beck
Robert Aaron Benjamin
Rachel Leigh Bennett
Jamie Lauren Berger
Tood W. Blancehe
Hili Blum
Bradley R. Bobroff
Katherine Johanna
Bodnick
Shlomo M. Boehm
Margaret Jane Boeringer
Michael Bogart
Ilya Boguslavsky
John Wesley Bolin
Tarryn T. Brennon
Simon M. Briggs
Samantha L. Brody
Chad P. Brouillard
Anthony M. Brown
Keith Evan Brown
Ilissa R. Brownstein
Alyson Courtney Bruns
Lisa King Burgett
Devin Jai Burstein
Lisa Caccavo
Christopher Shaun
Campbell
Nicholas Capuano
Juliana Caran
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Jerry J. Carannante
Christine M. Carr
Christine Carr
Patricia Arlene
Carrington
Aditi Chandran
Aaron Brett Charney
Deepika Chaudhary
Judith Chervenak
Michael S. Chestnov
Stephen Chia Chi Chien
Brian Scott Chiusano
Sarah Kimiko Lee Chow
Richard Michael Cieri
Gregory Paul Cimino
Jessica Ann Clarke
Thomas Peter Claro
Scott David Clausen
Martin Samuel Cohen
Douglas M. Colbert
Joshua Thomas Coleman
David Joseph Colletti
L. Kate Hall Collum
Kristen Anne Conklin
Maryellen Connor
Gatsby Marie Contreras
Amy Crafts
Amy Jeanne Curley
Brian Joseph Damiano
Bao-ngoc Victoria Dang
Ben Darvil
Amy Davidoff
Jeffrey Scott Davis
Sophie M. De Bellissen
Durban
Robert Jude De Mento
Soumitra Deka
Christopher P. Del Rosso
Edwin M. Delaney
Michele Phyllis Delille
Lisa Marie Dennis
Sonal Sureshchandra
Desai
Timothy B. Desieno
Katherine L. Dominus
William Patrick Downes
Sarah L. Dunn
Michael Lees Dutra
Michael Allen Ecker
Keith Jonathan Edelstein
Elana Beth Elbogen
Evette Coretta Ennis
Eric Benjamin Epstein
Pamela Fekete
Matthew S. Ferguson
Rachel A. Ferrari

Brett M. Figlewski
Alexander D. Fisher
Stephan Fisher
Victoria Anne Fisher
Andrew Joshua Frank
Andrew Baron Freedland
Nicole Fusilli
Alberta L. Galdri
Paula A. Garofalo
Percy Diego Alderete
Gayanilo
Jeffrey Scott Gentes
Dara B. Gilwit
Nehemiah E. Ginsburg
Richard S. Gipstein
Sarina Haya Glazer
Peter Joseph Gleason
Jessica Hope Gold
Scott Lawrence
Goldberger
Benjamin Adam Goldman
Max Arthur Goodman
Poojitha Mysore
Gopalaswami-Rao
Alexander A. Green
Daniel Patrick Greene
Suzanne Allyn Gremaux
Jonathan Michael Gross
Meir R. Grossman
Jose Luis Guerra
Richard J. Guida
William A. Gum
James Gerard S. Gutierrez
Erica Michelle Haber
Jennifer Alyn Haber
John Hacking
Zachary R. Hafer
Angela Diane Hardister
Steven P. Harte
Kevin Michael Hayden
David E. Helprin
Esther Hoffman
Seth Richard Hoffman
Jonathan Hook
Nina R. Horan
Thomas Reid Houck
John A. Hsu
Dennis J. Hulse
Sandra L. Jacobus
Rajesh Sebastian James
Faith Jenkins
Guillermo Cesar Jimenez
Jennifer Marie Jone
Jacqueline Marie Jones
Daniel Scott Kahn
Lydia Kang
Themes Karalis
Ashok Kumar Karmaker
Constantine Dean
Kartsonis
Christine M. Kelly
Jennifer Ann Kennedy
Hamid H. Khan
Gregory Mark Klass
Anne Klein
Jessica M. Klein
Richard Michael Koehl
Yukiko Kojima

Mitchell Azar Korbey
Andriy Krahmal
Michael Joseph Kuh
Jonathan D. Kukulski
Christopher Tyner Kurtz
Hillel M. Kurzmann
Erika Natalia Kuver
Kakhaber Kvachatadze
Remi Guy Lalonde
Alexandra Lauvaux
Elina Lecour
Grace Lee
Steve Joonsoe Lee
Sue Regina Lee
Vivian Yihui Lee
Mary Lehr
Sara Rachael Lester
Ross Michael Levine
Ariel Rebecca Levy
Ely Robert Levy
Michael K. Lewis
Ling Li
Glen K. Lim
Erik Kurt Lindemann
Emily A. Locher
Christopher R. Lopalo
Joseph M. Lucosky
Andrew Christian Lund
Jerome Lussier
William Hynes Mack
James Laurence Malone
Jason Emmanuel
Manning
Dilshad Marolia
Melissa Beth Marrus
Peter James Martin
Eileen Martinez
Philip T.R. Marx
Neda Matar
Jon Mark Mc Gowan
Alexandra Jordan
McCormack
Allison Agatha McDonald
Paul J. McGeough
Richard Michael McNally
Catherine McNamara
Natalia McNamara
John Nichols McPadden
Timothy D. Meade
Susan Fredricka Meine
Fernando Jose Menendez
Julie Lynn Mer
Amy Valor Meselson
Stuart Simpson Meyer
Stephen P. Mills
Emily Brennan Miner
Alana Daniel Mitnick
Bonnie Lynn Mohr
Geoffrey Peter Moore
David Morisset
Sara Jane Moutal
Esmeralda R. Musailov
Albert J. Myburgh
Jason Bennett Myers
Susan Joanne Nathan
Eugene Nathanson
Michele Felice Navazio
Inna Nazarova

Lynda Quang Nguyen
Clare Rivka Norins
Aidan O’Connor
Aidan Hugh O’Connor
Albert Joseph Oneto
Edwin C. Opoku
Alexandra Oprescu
Angela Marie
Papalaskaris
Daniel J. Parisi
Gil V. Perez
Manuel R. Perez
Chad Barry Pimentel
Mary E. Pokojny
Emily Rachel Pollack
Raymond N. Pomeroy
Archana Prakash
Jaime Robyn Prince
Richard R. Ramdin
Pallavi Ravi
Donald Philip Renaldo
Laura Lee Revercomb
Scott Randall Reynolds
Scott Randall Reynolds
Jason Michael Romeo
Loriann Rosario
Patrice Alecia Rouse
Magali Solange Rozenfeld
Rebecca Lynn Rubin
Joshua Ruthizer
Edward Eric Rytter
Marcela Silvia Sabani
Cara Ann Schembri
Jeremy Joseph Schiowitz
Erica Francesca Schohn
Brian E. Schrader
Ira A. Schreger
Michael Evan Schreiber
Lee Sara Seinfeld Kaplan
James Robert Sharkey
Rabia Qayyum Sheikh
Rebecca Allyson
Sheinberg
Gregory Douglas Shelton
Julie Orea Shin
Yayoi J. Shionoiri
Mary Ellen Shuttleworth
Scott Michael Singer
Desha Ann Slaght
Kim Allison Smith
Samuel Bosworth Smith
Steven Todd Snyder
Necva B. Solak
Sandeep N. Solanki
Alexandra J. Sorota
Rachel Lee Spearman
John Stephen Stapleton
Jason Scott Steinberg
Ellen L. Stewart
Suzanne Lee Stolz
Cameron Stracher
Shanda D. Strain
Andrey Strutinskiy
James Howell Sullivan
Elisabeth Stuart Summers
Cheryl Ann Swack
Alexander H. Swirnoff
Adrian Marshall Szendel
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Gerald Taylor
Brett Boydell Theis
Valerie H. Tocci
Nicole Michelle Tortarolo
Cinthia Judith Trajtenberg
Andrew F. Troia
Raquel Ursula Trout
Arlene Cecilia Vasquez
Michael Joseph Vatter
Barbra Allen Veffer
Dana K. Vincent
Adam L. Von Kreuzhof
Georgia Wainger
Danielle Alfonzo
Walsman
Jane Chih-ying Wang
Robert Blair Warner
Scott Jason Watnik
Nichole Renee Weber
Frank Joseph Weigand
Steven Jay Weissman
Jeffrey A. Weissmann
Brian Werfel
Amber Christina Wessels
Gary Matthew Wexler
Jon Ryan Wick
Junea Michelle Williams
Andrew David Woodard
Fang Xue
Kazuya Yamamoto
Chen Yehudai
Charles C. Yi
Xiang Yuan
Ma’anit Tzipora Zemel
William Huntley
Zimmern
SECOND DISTRICT
Matthew Douglas Algeri
Andrea Marie Arrigo
Moses David Breuer
Kissa Broadie
Anthony R. Caccamo
Edward K. Cheng
Lawrence Chiarappo
Emily Cohen
Eleanor Cotter
Patricia A. Crawford
Alexander Martin
Dudelson
Lisa M. Egitto
Kamella D. English
Jennifer Forte
Andrew S. Fried
Eric A. Gil
Roman E. Gitnik
Richard Guidice
Maurice Arnette Johnson
Dawn Marie Kelly
Anatoly Kissen
Yerachmial Naftali
Kuzecki
Kathie J. Lee
Yong Joon Lee
Joshua B. Leonard
Jennifer Ann Martin
Dwayne Christopher
Mason
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Kevin Louis McAllister
Kevin James McArdle
Lisa Michael
Irina Miroshnichenko
Shaundelle Yolanda
Moore
Anthony Moretta
Claudia Villanella
Murdoch
Philip N. Musico
Duke Nguyen
Erin M. O’Connor
Joanne D. Olson
Ramon Antonio Peguero
Maryann Eileen Penney
Robert M. Rametta
Chastity Tara Richardson
Solomon Rubin
Leslie Beth Scamardella
Elaine R. SchackRodriguez
Brian S. Schaffer
Brian C. Slater
Leib L. Steiger
Mia A. Stevens-Haynes
Christina Trihas
Lauren Ann Tringali
Bert Anthony Vigueras
Edward Alan Walls
Jaime Jean Wang
Maren HemwallPeterson Wax
Jaret Steffen Weber
Larry Anthony Welch
Yun Zhang
THIRD DISTRICT
Anne Bair
Elizabeth M. Barrett
Erika L. Bergen
Laura Katharine
Biggerstaff
David Birch
Moshe H. Bonder
Adam Michael Breault
Sherri J. Brooks
Amy Marie Calabrese
JulieAnn Calareso
Jennifer Larissa Carlson
Leah Walker Casey
Joseph F. Castiglione
Allison Mary Clifford
Kimberly Ann Crocetta
Jennifer L. De Stefano
Laura Anne Delvecchio
Jennifer Lynn Destefano
Kelly L. Elizondo
Penny L. Epler-Carl
Leah A. Everhart
Terrence Anthony
Gorman
David Nelson Greenwood
Linda Marie Griggs
Elizabeth Janas Grogan
Jessica J. Hall
Meghann Elizabeth
Hennigan
Stephen M. Hladik

Courtney Elizabeth
Holbrook
Anna Grazyna Kaminska
Michael E. Kennelly
Thomas M. Kernan
Jason Michael Laflam
Kathleen T. Lago
Tania Manners
Kathryn Mazzeo
Judith Mellyn
Christian Moller
Stephanie O’Neil
Stephanie Jayne O’Neil
Andrew Marc Purrott
Todd A. Ritschdorff
Thomas A. Shepardson
Laura Michele Skibinski
Jordan M. Smith
Metthew Walter Tebo
Jennifer L. Tsyn
Jon Waldorf
Lovely Warren
Robert Young
FOURTH DISTRICT
Edward Francis Breen
Thomas G. D’Angelo
Laura M. Diel
Michele L. Harrington
Laura Jordan
Tathe Renee Jourdanais
Elisabeth Brodie Mahoney
Thomas McCormick
Thomas Robert
McCormick
Tara Murphy
Patrick James O’Keefee
Edward J. Smith
Wayne A. Smith
Joseph J. Villano
Tatha Renee Wells
FIFTH DISTRICT
Andrew W. Beakman
Lisa Ann Christensen
William Daniel Crane
Tracy B. Dam
David A. Eghigian
Richard Collins Engel
Timothy David Evans
Jessica G. Grady
Sean LaRoque-Doherty
Jeffrey G. Leibo
Erin Nicholson Maloney
Frederick W. Marty
Patrick B. Sardino
Thomas W. Seeley
Stephen J. Selden
Brody Smith
Sara N. Thomas
Sean Virkler
James D. Wilson
SIXTH DISTRICT
Timothy J. Bocek
Kathleen S. Catania
Summer J. Farina
George P. Ferro

Eric Henry Gartenman
Carolyn S. Lee
Timothy E. Thayne
Paul F. Tomkins
Reinaldo B. Valenzuela
Joseph William Wheeler
SEVENTH DISTRICT
Sarah Bernett
Rebecca L. Case
Laura C. Clemens
Ann E. Connor
Kristine M. Demo
Caroline EdwardsMorrison
Dale Hall
John M. Jennings
Jason M. Kiefer
Kerri E. Machado
Julie E. Neus
Mary Frances Ognibene
Matthew J. Rich
Tony Sears
Stephen M. Stefano
Tamarra L. Strawn
Lisa M. Szulgit
Van M. Thai
Tate L. Tischner
EIGHTH DISTRICT
David M. Abbatoy
Jessica M. Baker
Robert Christopher Baron
Norbert Lee Bartochowski
Amy Catherine Brann
Jorien Brock
Thomas C. Burnham
Grace M. Carducci
Michelle Cianciosa
Andrew J. Cornell
Gina DePrima
Melissa Ann Foti
Nicole C. Gazzo
Wendy M. Gonzalez
Anthony Gorgione
Thomas J. Grillo
Heather Harrington
Christian J. Henrich
Bernadette Hoppe
Anastasia Ifandis
Arienne J. Irving
Dawn M. Kornaker
Julian S. Lim
Jennifer Mandina
Jaclyn S. Manemaker
Ryan Mills
Amanda Newton
Dia H. Nicolatos
Nadine E. Patterson
Marybeth Priore
Peter Joseph Savage
Tammy L. Smith
Megan B. Szeliga
Scott Wheat
Wallace W. Wiens

NINTH DISTRICT
Sharon Bell Adamo
Kevin Andrew Addor
Aaron John Belisle
Michelle Cruz Bingham
Carl David Birman
Jean Jacques Richard
Blitstein
Dina Lallo Brantman
Scott Andrew Bravi
David Patrick Burkart
Paula Sammons Butler
Robin D. Carton
Francis A. Cervinka
Thomas R. Constabile
Jason Paul Costanzo
Annemarie F. Craig
Robert A. Cutler
Nicholas S. Decicco
Michael K. Duffy
Stewart George
Einwohner
Steven S. Fitzgerald
Michael L. Fox
Joseph Paul Fuccillo
Joni Gambardella
Gregory Chaplin George
Charalambos Georgiou
Jamie Chad Greenwald
Paul John Haggerty
Christa J. Harper
Elizabeth W. Hobler
Jennifer Anne Hogan
Randy Jacobs
Catherine Bridget
Kelleher
Heejung Kim
Tamara Lynn Loatman
Ashley Rose Maggio
Lucille Mathews
Tara Jo Ann McCoy
Michael Dominick Neri
Eon Stephen Nicholas
Natasha Pierre
Lynn Ann Piscopo
Cynthia Ann Pittson
Sandra Prevett
Roy P. Rabindranath
Kelly J. Romano
Jason Charles Rubinstein
Sonia Sharma
Robert Daniel Siano
Matthew James Smith
Thomas Anthony Telesca
Rebecca Ann Valk
Celeste Marisa Vergez
Christiopher Michael
Waters
Paul N. Weber
Valerie Weiner
Michael Scott Weiss
Delight Dorothea Wilson
TENTH DISTRICT
Akwei Oko Acquaye
Ray A. Ammirati
Rachel Catherine Anello
Michael J. Antongiovanni
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Annabel Joan Hubbard
Bazante
Matthew H. Bligh
Richard Darius Borzouye
Michele V. Brand
Jennifer Brett
Haidee Debbie Cabusora
Ana Cenanovic
Jeffrey T. Croker
Joanne Theresa Curran
Ryan William Dassau
Joseph D. Delfino
Tessa J. Didomenico
Shirley M. Diefenbach
Joanna Judith Dinolfo
Benjamin Josef Doscher
Ellen Durst
Gregory Jason Felber
Josehua Glen Fensterstock
Aimee Fox
Allison Blythe Frischling
Juliean Galak
Ari M. Gamss
John Paul Giamundo
Rachel Gilbert
Mehmet Faik Gokce
Matthew Harris
Goldsmith
Matthew Ian Greenstein
Mahir Assad Habibi
Ilisa Brooke Haimes
Nancy M. Hark
Mara N. Harvey
Andrew S. Hodes
Jennifer Joan Imundo
Kristina Danielle Judice
Gregory Wayne Kalmar
Carolyn Ann Kearney
Colin Charles Keillor
Jaime Michelle Keller
Brandon Scott Kessler
Laura Robin Kiersh
Matthew Paul Klein
Dana Kobos
Jeffrey Mark Kwastel
Ronnie Jane Lamm
Melissa Ann Lenowitz
Domenick Patrick
Leonardi
Audie Ray Liametz
Suzanne Liberti
Eldon Leon Looby
Kenneth Clark Lotterhos
Kimberly B. Mandel
Marjorie M. McAteer
Kevin Tibor McGrath
Teresa M.C. Myers
Laura Miller Papa
Cristina Paquette
Karen A. Perino
Danielle Rae Porcelli
Babak Pourtavoosi
Antoinette I. Pugliese
Jordan M. Rosenbaum
Sara Abigail Rotkin
Eric Shawn Schaefer
Evan Michael Schendler
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Michael Patrick
Sendlenski
Manish Indravadan Shah
Rochanne Elizabeth
Sharei
Matthew Brian Spergel
James A. Squicciarini
Keith Vincent Tola
Joseph Michael Tripi
Kimberly Judith Wachs
Zoya Weisensel
Amy J. Weisinger
Evan Zuckerman
ELEVENTH DISTRICT
Adam D. Aprigliano
Netanel Benchaim
Mirela G. Blanaru
Keridiana W. Chez
Jin Dong Cho
Marjorie Coello
Miguel A. Crespo
Mariusz Slawomir
Dragan
Kelly Ann Espinal
Estelle Flores
Diana Gallardo
Avrohom Y. Gefen
Brian Lance Gotlieb
Hanna Mary Hall
Stephen D. Hans
Marsha Simone Hohn
Wojciech Jackowski
Margaret Ann Langdale
Agnes Eunhi Lee
Joseph David Levy
Lan Ma
John E. Malek
Kevin McGrath
Artemis Moutsatsos
Margaret Mary Powers
Andrea J. Robinson
David H. Rosen
Nikkisha Zodiah Scott
Wynton Olliviere Sharpe
Peter J. Shen
Li Tang
Xuewu M. Tang
James Mckenzie Thurman
Lillian C. Wilkinson
Dianne O. Woodburn
Brian Yoon
TWELFTH DISTRICT
April Rebecca Cohen
Dorothea King
Myrna Michelle Socorro
David C. Wims
OUT OF STATE
Richard H. Agins
Arthur Mikael Antonelli
Jacob M. Appel
Scott Douglas Ashton
Edouard Olivier
Authamayou
Ayoola Oladosu Badejo
Marshall Turner Bell

Duncan Campbell Black
Barbara Rachel Blank
Sonia Boutillon
Mark Killian Brewer
Heath Allen Brooks
Benjamin Mcneil Buckley
Stefan Buettner
Michael Burian
Margaret J. Cascino
Matthew Eric
Chamberlain
Gawain K.W. Chan
Man Yiu Simon Chan
Chao-long Chen
Naomichi Chiba
Jonathan James Ching
Sanghyuck Cho
Ilyoung Chung
Yoonsun Chung
Michael James Clancy
Gretchen Marie Clark
James Boyd Clasper
Nicole Shereese Cobb
Abigail Rachael Coleman
Jill Maureen Concannon
Steven Ellis Conigliaro
Shane Donald Cooper
Marco Crosignani
Javier Cuebas
Jumana Jabeen Dalal
Esther A. Daniel
Thomas Bradbury Davey
Lyudmila D. Davidova
Robert Day
Melissa De Beer
Robert Jude Dehney
Madelyn Robin Demsky
Denis Shawn Desker
Robyn Whipple Diaz
Minnie Dineen-Carey
Patrick J. Donovan
Sophie Veronique Dore
Macrui Dostourian
Cecilia Maria Duran
Melinda R. Eades
Authamayou Edouard
Kathrin Ellermann
Rachel C. Engelstein
Daniel Erskine
Michelle Erin Espey
Matthew John Everitt
Roberto Felipe Facundus
Karine R. Faden
John M. Falzone
Jeffrey Louis Fazio
Brian Marc Feldman
Carsten J. Fiege
Edmund F. Fitterer
Jeremy Shaun Flax
Clotilde Marie Laure
Fournier
Francis Franze-Nakamura
Anne French Thidemann
Chanin A. French
Christopher D. Frey
Hilary Frierson
Michinari Fukada
David Donald Gabel

Brian David Galle
Edward Patrick Gannon
Taruna Garg
Rodi Katherine Gariepy
Paul Arthur Garlinghouse
Elena Gasol Ramos
Lisa S. Geller
Philip Gigante
Dara Blake Gilwit
Megan Sarah Goddard
Gail Goldfarb
Jeanette Goldsberry
Jonathan C. Goldstein
Lisa P. Goldstein
Robert James Gould
Genevieve Grabman
Marie Genevieve
Grabman
Rachael Grad
Susan Graef
Jeff M. Gray
Rebecca Mara Grayson
Ebony Hope Green
Julie Greenspoon
Talia Grigorian Tabrizi
Tabrizi Talin Grigorian
Ian Lewis Hugh Grimm
Jenny Grus
Daniel Christopher
Gubitz
Jennifer Ellen Guerard
Thomas Gulick
John Frederick Hacking
Baaba Kara Halm
James Hugh Halpin
Sang Jun Han
Matt Handley
Lauren M. Hanosy
David Michael Harbatkin
Sydney Elizabeth Hatten
Kunihiko Hayashi
Wesley James Heath
Sadeka Hedaraly
Lorrin Higgins Tuxbury
Marisa Catherine Higgins
Leonard K. Hill
Jennifer Hindermann
Isabella A. Hoedl
Silvia Hoffmann
Maureen Howard
Aiesha Hudson
Yong Beom Hwang
Taehyung Im
Patrick A. Inerney
Hikaru Ishii
Hiroyuki Iwamura
Nicholas Janiga
Lauren M. Janosy
Wenxin Jiang
Carrie Johnson
Rebecca Elizabeth Jones
Karene Jullien
Jiwon Jung
Young Jim Jung
Youngjin Jung
Kapila Virendra Juthani
Matthew S. Kahn

Damon Thomas
Kamvosoulis
Damon T. Kamvousoulis
Eunice Y. Kang
David Matthew Katz
Lance Glenn Kavanaugh
John Joseph Keleher
Imelda Brid Kelly
Kajal Khanna
Antony P. Kim
Cheol Min Kim
Esik Kim
Kisan Kim
Kyungseok Kim
Brian Wright Kittle
Junzaburo Kiuchi
Hiroshi Kiyohara
Paul David Knothe
Fabran Koenigbaner
Fabian Michael
Koenigbauer
Sergey Kolmykov
Elena K. Kouvabina
Tamir Kriegel
Alexander Giliberti Krulic
Kavita Kumar
David Simon KurtzerEllenbogen
AnyaYonsic Kyong
Luis Ernesto La Torre
Katie Mae Lachter
Christopher P. Lalan
Neha Lall
Ofer Larisch
Tobias Malte Leder
Haichung Lee
Seongyeob Lee
Soo-cheol Lee
Sun Yul Lee
Won Jong Lee
Lawrence Kevin Levine
Stanislaw Lewandowski
Cara Lewis
Elsa Li
David Bruce Light
Avi Lipman
David Yves Lombardy
Una Lucey
David James Ludlow
Kathlyn Mackovjak
Kimberly Bonnie Macleod
Sameena Shina Majeed
Darren E. Malhame
Jenifer Marsh
Lisa R. Marshall
James Martell
Elizabeth Martin
Rachel Martin
Renee Danielle Martinez
Yukiko Masuda
Akrivi Mazarakis
Cozette Marie McAvoy
Patrick Anthony
McInereny
Tamatha Eileen Meek
Eric Christopher Metallo
Natasha Zinnia Millman
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Darren Misenko
Satoshi Miyauchi
Jennifer Mogy
Jennifer Ann Mogy
Pascale M. Montagnier
Toni Eleanor Moore
Meredith A. Moriarty
Chikako Morimoto
Tetsuya Morimoto
Gregory Mouroux
Mehdi Michael Mowla
Melissa Muros
Bevin Tricia Murphy
Adam Nadelhaft
Heekyung Nam
Ronald George Nelson
Mai Nguyen
Brian Nicholas
Miyuka Nishi
Mballe Masoma Nkembe
Michael J. Noonan
Cary Scott Nosowitz
Kelly Jeanne O’Malley
Markus Ogorek
Naoko Ohashi
Fatin S. Omar
Jennie L. Osborne
Jacob William Osher
Brian Oubre
James Clayton Owens
Rajib Pal
Scott M. Palatucci
Byoungwook Park
Emily Myrtle Elisabeth
Parkhurst
Marc Thomas Parrino
Christopher Brian Parsons
Milap Niranjan Patel
Theodore Peirson
Megan Penick
Sergey Peremyslov
Joseph Charles Perry
Allen M. Pierson
Michael A. Pierson
Theodore James Pierson
Barry Pisano
Caroline Swift Platt
Lowell P. Plotkin
Neil Robert Porter
Paul Richard Pospisil
Jessica Radloff
Shreya N. Ramchandani
Victoria Ramirez
Amy Raphael
Amy Wilkie Ray
Sarathi Ray
Jordan Toumey Razza
Kimberly J. Rescorla
Lukas Matthias
Rhomberg
Alisa Roberts
Katherine G. Rodi
Lee Jacob Rosen
David Joseph Rubin
Nancy P. Ruggeri
Emily Westerberg Russell
Reiko Sakimura
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Koyonda Samson
Rachael Santoriella
Matthew Francis Scarlato
James R. Schiffer
Annemarie Sedore
Daniel Aaron Seigel
Kathryn Anita Sellig
Xin Shao
Ilya Shapiro
Sandra Shaw
Dina H. Shehata
Erin L. Shencopp
Marina Nickolaevna
Shevtsova
Xin Shi
Gina Shin
Twaambo Mwaandu
Sibajene
William Sicheri
Sumona Sikder
Rik Silverman
Zoltan Simon
Zoltan A. Simon
Nabina Sinha
Glenda Sino-Cruz
Caryn P. Siperstein
Jeffrey Allen Sirot
Melissa Skrocki
Richard Geoffrey Small
Grant Elliot Smith
Kathryn Song
Matthew H. Sontz
Ryan Spiegel
Glenn Lawrence Stein
Jeremy Berthold Stein
Christopher Stephens
David Michael Stetson
Katie D. Strangis
Nicole L. Strauss
Heesuk Suh
Lihua Tan
Tomoki Tanida
William Archer Tansey
Lynne M. Tatum
Aaron Tax
Jackie Taylor
Susan Terzian
Anne French Thidemann
Jeff R. Thomas
Maina Anne Tilton
Eric Brian Topel
Mary Tran
Yueh-hsun Tsai
Yuehhsun Tsui
James Tuxbury
Lorrin Higgins Tuxbury
Hinoki Uchida
Joel Michael Ugolini
Julia Karen Ulrich
Nicholas J. Valvanis
Juan Manuel Vazquez
García-Reynoso
Ronapol Vichaidith
Adam Charles Virant
Susanne Wagner-Pham
Philipp James Wahl
Wendy Rebecca Waldron

Daniel R. Walworth
Carrie Watkins
Kirsten Wegner
Gregory M. Weigand
Drew Patrick Whelan
Robyn Whipple Diaz
Heidi S. Wicker
Amy Wilkie Ray
Elizabeth April Williams
Lora Ann Williams
Steven Louis Wiser
Robert Witmeyer
Robert John Witmeyer
Megan Ruth Worrell
Robert Wrong
Yamakawa
Akiko Yamakawa
Robbie G. Yates
Sherwin Yoder
James Sahngwon Yoon
Cesar Zuniga

In Memoriam
Theodore J. Auerbach
Monmouth Beach, NJ

Peter A. Hopkins
Lake Placid, NY

Edmund S. Brown
Buffalo, NY

Randolph B. Jones
Nashville, TN

Anthony D. Cipollone
Ridgewood, NJ

Noel H. Kaplan
New York, NY

George O. Foster
Totowa, NJ

Eugene Margolis
Mc Lean, VA

Willard H. Harris
Lockport, NY

Is someone on your case?

If you’re trying to balance work
and family, the New York State
Bar Association’s Lawyer Assistance Program can help. We understand the competition, constant stress and high
expectations you face as a
lawyer. Dealing with these demands and other issues can be
overwhelming, which can lead to
substance abuse and depression.
NYSBA’s Lawyer Assistance Program offers free, confidential
support because sometimes the
most difficult trials lie outside the
court. All LAP services are confidential and protected under Section 499 of the Judiciary Law.

NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
Lawyer Assistance Program
1.800.255.0569 lap@nysba.org
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THE LEGAL WRITER
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 64

Lead-ins: Lead-in tag lines introduce
the reader to a necessary quotation
that might otherwise be skimmed or
entirely ignored. Lead-ins prevent sentences and paragraphs from beginning
with a quotation. Many lead-ins are
boring, but they’re better than no introduction at all: “[A] court should not
ordinarily reconsider, disturb or overrule an order in the same action of another court of co-ordinate jurisdiction.” In re Dondi v. Jones, 40 N.Y.2d 8,
15 (1976). Becomes: As the Court of Appeals has explained, “a court should
not ordinarily reconsider, disturb or
overrule an order in the same action of
another court of co-ordinate jurisdiction.” In re Dondi v. Jones, 40 N.Y.2d 8,
15 (1976).
Upshots: An upshot is the most effective way to introduce a quotation.
Upshots precede a quotation and paraphrase its meaning. Reserve upshots
for important quotations you want to
explain and emphasize. Upshots force
the reader to read the passage twice
and thus give you double the bang for
your buck: “[A] court should not ordinarily reconsider, disturb or overrule
an order in the same action of another
court of co-ordinate jurisdiction.” In re
Dondi v. Jones, 40 N.Y.2d 8, 15 (1976).
Becomes: The law-of-the-case doctrine
prohibits one co-equal judge from reversing another: “[A] court should not
ordinarily reconsider, disturb or overrule an order in the same action of another court of co-ordinate jurisdiction.” In re Dondi v. Jones, 40 N.Y.2d 8,
15 (1976). The best upshots are not boring at all. They excite interest by summarizing the quotation that follows the
upshot.
Weaves: A direct weave integrates
the quotation directly into your sentence: “I believe that a triable issue of
fact exists.” X v. Y, 1 Misc. 2d 1, 2 (Sup.
Ct., Nassau County 1991). Becomes:
Judge Smith denied the summaryjudgment motion because he found “a
triable issue of fact.” X v. Y, 1 Misc. 2d
1, 2 (Sup. Ct., Nassau County 1991). An
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indirect weave uses a preceding
comma to link an introductory clause
to a quotation.

Quote Accurately
Double check the accuracy of your
quotation comma by comma, letter by
letter. One slip and the inspector of the
quotation police — Ms. Quoting —
will knock on your door late at night to
arrest you.

“Quote me as saying,
‘I was misquoted.’”
— Groucho Marx
Tow (really toe) the line. From Groucho Marx: “Quote me as saying, ‘I was
misquoted.’” Why are some famous
quotations misquoted? Because folk etymology alters the original, often for
the better, and because few consult the
original. A “Welsh rarebit,” for example, a dish of melted cheese on toast or
crackers, was originally called a
“Welsh rabbit.” But the dish contained
no rabbit meat, and thus the original
changed. The critical lesson is that
legal writers must verify the accuracy
of every quotation, including every
quotation within a quotation, by reading the original. And the original must
be read in hard copy. Online sources
are sometimes scanned or re-keyed incorrectly.
The following examples are inspired by teaching notes from New
York Law School Professor I. Cathy
Glaser and Academic Dean Jethro K.
Lieberman:
Incorrect: “Hard cases make bad
law.” Correct: “Hard cases, it has been
frequently observed, are apt to introduce bad law.”6 Correct: “Hard cases, it
is said, make bad law.”7 Correct: “Great
cases, like hard cases, make bad law.
For great cases are called great, not by
reason of their real importance in
shaping the law of the future, but because of some accident of immediate
overwhelming interest which appeals
to the feelings and distorts the judgment.”8

Incorrect: “[F]ree speech would not
protect a man shouting fire in a crowded
theater.” Correct: “[F]ree speech would
not protect a man in falsely shouting
fire in a theater and causing a panic.”9
Incorrect: “The devil can quote Scripture for his own purpose.” Correct:
“The devil can cite Scripture for his
own purpose.”10
Incorrect: “All that glistens [or glitters] is not gold.” Correct: “All that glisters is not gold.”11
Incorrect: “To gild the lily.” Correct:
“To gild refined gold, to paint the
lily.”12
Incorrect: “Hoisted on his own
petard.” Correct: “Hoist with his own
petar.”13
Incorrect: “Consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds.” Correct: “A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little
minds.”14
Incorrect: “I have nothing to offer
but blood, sweat, and tears.” Correct: “I
have nothing to offer but blood, toil,
tears, and sweat.”15
Incorrect: “Music hath charms to
soothe the savage beast.” Correct:
“Music hath charms to soothe the savage breast.”16
Incorrect: “All power corrupts, and
absolute power corrupts absolutely.”
Correct: “All power tends to corrupt,
and absolute power corrupts absolutely.”17
Incorrect: “A little knowledge is a dangerous thing.” Correct: “A little Learning is a dangerous thing.”18
Incorrect: “I escaped by the skin of
my teeth.” Correct: “I escaped with the
skin of my teeth.”19
Incorrect: “Money is the root of all
evil.” Correct: “[T]he love of money is
the root of all evil . . . .”20 Shaw, by the
way, popularized this twist: “The lack
of money is the root of all evil.”21
Next month: This column continues
with punctuating, blocking, altering,
and omitting quotations.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 60
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Answers to Crossword Puzzle on page 8.
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And justice for all?
In communities across New York State, poor people are facing serious legal
problems. Families are being illegally evicted. Children are going hungry. People are being unfairly denied financial assistance, insurance benefits and
more. They need help. We need volunteers.
If every attorney did just 20 hours of pro bono work a
year – and made a financial contribution to a legal services or pro bono organization – we could help them
get the justice they deserve. Give your time. Share
your talent. Contact your local pro bono program or
call the New York State Bar Association at
518-487-5641 today.
Sponsored by the New York State Bar Association
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You Can Quote Me:
Quoting in Legal Writing — Part I
BY GERALD LEBOVITS

I

f legal writing is the hardest of the
legal arts to master, quoting well is
the hardest of the legal-writing arts.
Few even know that “quote” is a verb
and “quotation,” a noun: “Lawyers
use too many quotes [should be quotations] in their briefs.” This column is
dedicated to the art of quoting.

Quote the Relevant and
No More
Quote the relevant — but only the
relevant — part of a case, secondary
authority, testimony, opponent’s argument, or statutory or contractual provision. Otherwise, eliminate all but pungent quotations. As someone once
said, in a passage worth quoting, “I
hate quotations. I don’t read them unless I must. Tell me what you know, in
your own words.”
Quote essentials, memorable sound
bites, succinct things others have said
better than you can, authoritative
sources, and anything in dispute.
Quoting helps clarify who said what to
whom when other signals are weak.
Then give the citation from which
you’re quoting: the exact pinpoint
(jump) page or pages of your case, article, or book; the exact section, down
to the subdivision, subsection, or paragraph, of your statute, rule, or regulation; the exact exhibit, including any
page and paragraph; and the exact
page of testimony. Citing your sources
with precision will force you to quote
precisely and lead you to other good
citations. Citing with precision will
also make it easier for your reader to
find your references and will lend integrity, authority, and power to your
writing. Quoting and then citing precisely tells the judge, “Don’t take my
word for it. Here’s the proof.” Offering
compelling proof in an understated
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way is what persuasive advocacy is all
about.
When done correctly, in context, accurately, and reasonably, quoting is
good. Quotations prove that your argument is reliable, so reliable that the
reader needn’t consult the source to
confirm the reliability of your argument. Paraphrasing often detracts
from reliability.
Quoting excessively or at length,
however, reveals a lack of analysis.
Anyone can cut and paste, and
“[r]eaders generally dislike a paste-pot
[brief].”1 Quoting at length also makes
legal writing look too dense and can
inadvertently contradict or weaken
your point.
Legal writers should know their
sources before they quote them. Some
authors are quoted and cited often;
others are never quoted or cited. Most
authors quoted and cited often are reputed to be principled, intelligent, sincere, and knowledgeable. Authors not
seen as credible sources shouldn’t be
cited. Don’t quote those afflicted by
baggage or stigma, no matter how
clever or on point their lines are. Never
quote an obscure source. Doing so is
alienating and confusing, and you’ll
waste space explaining why you’re
quoting the obscure.
Don’t quote the over-quoted. How
many times can Tocqueville appear in
print? What of Yogi Berra? Especially
because he’s quoted as saying, “I never
said 85 percent of the things I said.”2
George Bernard Shaw is reported to
have said, “I often quote myself. It
adds spice to my conversation.”3
What’s true for conversationalists is
untrue for judges. Trial judges shouldn’t cite or quote themselves. Appellate
judges should cite and quote their
courts’ opinions to show adherence to

precedent but should avoid quoting
from opinions they wrote. Scholars
may cite and quote themselves if relevant and done unpretentiously.4

Lead-outs, Lead-ins,
Weaves, and Upshots
Don’t begin sentences — or, worse,
paragraphs — with quotations in legal
writing. Beginning with quotations
causes your quotations to go unread.
Bad form: The Court of Appeals discussed the law-of-the-case doctrine.
“[A] court should not ordinarily reconsider, disturb or overrule an order in
the same action of another court of coordinate jurisdiction.” In re Dondi v.
Jones, 40 N.Y.2d 8, 15 (1976).

“I never said 85 percent
of the things I said.”
— Yogi Berra
To integrate your quotation into
your writing, weave your quotation
into your sentence or introduce it with
a lead-in or, better, an upshot. These introductions will assure that your
reader reads your quotation.
Lead-outs: Use lead-outs in nonlegal
writing but not in legal writing. Journalism’s single lead-out: “My client is
innocent,” the defense lawyer said. (The
lead-out in this example is italicized.)
Fiction’s double lead-out: After Professor Kingsfield in The Paper Chase gave
a student a dime and told him to call
his mother to tell her that he’ll never
become a lawyer, the student
screamed: “You’re a son of a bitch,
Kingsfield.” “That’s the first intelligent
thing you’ve said,” Kingsfield replied.
“Come back. Perhaps I’ve been too
hasty.”5 (The double lead-out in this
example is italicized.)
CONTINUED ON PAGE 59
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